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ABOUT THE REPORT
This Sustainable Development
report (hereinafter the Report)
discloses the basic parameters
of the activities of the Open Joint Stock
Company Zarubezhneft (hereinafter
JSC Zarubezhneft, the Company,
Association) for 2012. The Company
is presenting its information for
the first time in accordance with
the provisions of the Global Reporting
Initiative (GRI). Taking into account
its approach towards responsibility
and the public interest regarding its
operations, Zarubezhneft is submitting
information, which is streamlined within
the framework of requests for corporate
information, and which complies with
GRI recommendations (Version G3.1)
and requirements for full disclosure
of information. The Report includes
information about the Company’s
sustainable development strategy,
the principles and practices to find
solutions to meet innovative development
targets, energy efficiency, environmental
protection measures, operational safety,
personnel policy, the implementation
of different social objectives in the regions
of the Company’s operations and
engagement with interested parties.
The purpose of the preparation
of the Company’s Sustainable
Development Report is to assure
the transparency of its activities and to
make public the Company’s actions to
achieve its principles of social corporate
responsibility.

This Report is prepared by using methods
utilized by other Fuel and Energy Complex
(FEC) companies. During the process
of the Report preparation, information
obtained as a result of engagement with
key interested parties was also taken
into account. The Report presents data,
officially acknowledged by the Company
and supported by internal documentation
and publically available materials.
In the future, the Company plans to
continue to improve the process of its
Sustainable Development Report
preparation by introducing state-of-the-art
data gathering and consolidation systems
and, also, by continuously monitoring
the parameters, which characterize
the Company’s sustainable development.
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STATEMENT BY THE GENERAL DIRECTOR
OF JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT

Dear Shareholders,
Colleagues and Partners
JSC Zarubezhneft is a State Russian
Federation Company and is included in
the list of strategic enterprises of our
country, which requires us to implement
our projects in a responsible manner
and to pay special attention to the issues
of sustainable development.
In order to fulfill the order
of the President of the Russian
Federation of June 6th, 2010, #PR1640, and, also, in accordance with
the standards and requirements
of the GRI (Global Reporting Initiative),
which are followed by the leading modern
oil and gas corporations, we decided to
prepare, together with the Annual Report,
a report, reflecting our Company’s
activities in the field of sustainable
development. This is based on our
desire to see our modern and dynamic
Company matching the high standards
of leading FEC enterprises and reacting
operationally to the fast-changing trends
of the global oil and gas market. Such
work will enable all interested parties
to obtain more information about our
operations.

WWW.ZARUBEZHNEFT.RU

«

By implementing our programs
in the field of sustainable development
we are able to increase our potential for
innovation, develop solutions for ecological
and operational safety issues, strengthen
our personnel, increase our cooperation
with scientific-research enterprises and
educational organizations, and, also, increase
our social engagement in the regions of
the Company’s operations

»

Our Company is unique and has
undeniable advantages including its
extensive history, its long-term and
unmatched experience of carrying out
oil and gas projects in post-Soviet
territory in Russia, as well as abroad, its
scientific and technical potential and its
proven experience of close cooperation
with Russian and foreign companies.
JSC Zarubezhneft is also the leader in
terms of dividend payments per ton
of produced oil.

By implementing our programs in
the field of sustainable development
we are able to increase our potential
for innovation, develop solutions for
ecological and operational safety
issues, strengthen our personnel,
increase our cooperation with scientificresearch enterprises and educational
organizations, and, also, increase
our social engagement in the regions
of the Company’s operations.
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In order to optimize the management
of innovation activities at a Group level
during 2012 the following documents
were developed and approved:
the JSC Zarubezhneft Program
of Innovation Development for the Period
of 2012-2017 (extended up to 2030)
and the Program of Energy Efficiency
and Energy Efficiency Improvements
for JSC Zarubezhneft. A number
of other internal regulations, formalizing
the processes of acquisition, selection,
evaluation, planning and realization
of the Company’s innovation projects
have also been put into action.
Owing to the surge in scientific,
technical and innovation progress
at the Company’s enterprises in
the previous year, continuous
improvement work was carried out in
the areas of training systems, advanced
training, and personnel upgrade training.
The key basis for our Company’s success
is the high qualification of its personnel,
and corporate social responsibility
measures in this area help determine
the basis for the sustainable development
of the Company.
In addition to implementing its social
policy within the Group, in 2012
JSC Zarubezhneft also played an active
role in the public life of the regions
where it operates, taking measures to
promote social character, including
the preservation of global cultural and
historical heritage and the development
of sport events and healthy lifestyles
among children.

the oil industry. Considering that most
of the fields operated by the enterprises
of JSC Zarubezhneft Group of Companies
are located in areas of sensitive and
vulnerable natural complexes and
specially protected natural areas, in
2012 the Ecological Program was
introduced for JSC Zarubezhneft projects
in the Russian Federation for the period
2012-2014.

One of the most important
areas of stable development
for an oil and gas company
is ecological and operational
safety

Taking into account ecological risks
associated with industrial goals,
and other risks, which may be
connected with the economic and
political situation in the countries
where the Company implements its
projects, we made a decision to create
a special risk management division in
JSC Zarubezhneft, including an Operating
Committee.
Today the global oil and gas community
is required to raise its standards
of technological competence in the areas
of ecological and operational safety,
personnel and scientific potential. Our
Company is faced with important tasks. I
am sure that future work and measures,
used by us today to achieve these tasks,
will yield positive results and help us
to reach the targets, as determined by
the Company’s Corporate Strategy.

Sergey Kudryashov
General Director
JSC Zarubezhneft

One of the most important areas
of stable development for an oil
and gas company is ecological and
operational safety and that is why
JSC Zarubezhneft is continuously
developing measures to improve its
management systems in these areas.
We are focused on implementing new
technological solutions to reduce
ecological risks, connected with
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ZARUBEZHNEFT

ABOUT THE COMPANY

ZARUBEZHNEFT IS THE OLDEST EXTERNAL
ECONOMIC ENTERPRISE OF THE RUSSIAN OIL
INDUSTRY THAT IS HIGHLY COMPETENT IN
OFFSHORE OIL PRODUCTION.

Regional presence
Zarubezhneft has assets in Vietnam,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Russian Federation
and Cuba. The Company’s largest region
of operation is Vietnam.
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HISTORY OF THE COMPANY’S
FORMATION AND DEVELOPMENT
Almost half a century has passed since the formation
of the foreign economic association Zarubezhneft. On
September 30th, 1967, a respective order of the USSR
Counsel of Ministers was issued. Since this time major
economic, political, and ideological changes have
occurred in our country, but our Company and its status
remains.
Zarubezhneft was established under
the Ministry of Oil Industry of the USSR
as an All-Union Foreign Economic
Association to provide technical
assistance to the oil industry and other key
industries in countries allied to the Soviet
Union. In those years the Ministry of Oil
was given the target to develop and extend
foreign economic relations and organize
the entry of the USSR oil industry into
international markets.
These lines come from the memoirs
of the first Zarubezhneft Director, Evgeniy
Ivanovich Osadchuk: “Among the active
supporters of the new foreign economic
strategy was the Minister of Oil Industry,
Valentin Dmitrievich Shashin. He put down
a condition – to permit within his Ministry
the formation of a separate structure,
responsible for international oil projects
and reporting to the Government on their
implementation. The status of the Foreign
Economic Association Zarubezhneft was
unusual for an industrial enterprise: on
the one hand, it was established as a selfsupporting enterprise, i.e. it should be
self-financing; on the other hand, it was
the head department of the Ministry”.
At the end of the 1960s the decision was
made in our country to start an integrated
economic expansion, with a special
emphasis on the oil industry, into third
world countries. At that time the USSR had
been actively developing relationships with
the governments of developing countries
in Asia, Africa, and Latin America.

WWW.ZARUBEZHNEFT.RU

Е.I. Osadchuk remembers: “The start-up
period and the first stage of Zarubezhneft’s
development were made relatively easy
through comprehensive state support.
However, at the same time this support
was accompanied by strict control
of the execution of all instructions and
obligations under agreements and
contracts from the especially established
government agency – the State Foreign
Economic Commission (SFEC), headed
by the First Deputy of the Chairman
of the Government”.
With the participation of Zarubezhneft
specialists in countries such as Algeria,
Angola, Afghanistan, Bulgaria, Vietnam,
Egypt, India, Iraq, Iran, Kuwait, Libya,
Nigeria, and Syria, important oil and gas
infrastructure objects were built, national oil
fields started production, many exploration
operations and engineering surveys were
carried out, and development programs for
oil industry complexes were prepared, etc.
For example, in Iraq, with the help
of Zarubezhneft, a number of key oil
industry infrastructures were constructed,
including phases I, II, III of the surface
infrastructure development at the largest
North Rumeila field, construction
of the Luheis and Nahr Ben Umr fields,
the first phase of development at the West
Kurna field, and the drilling of a number
of wells in the South of Iraq. The USSR
had co-operated with Iraq for over 35
years, but due to the start of the war work
in this country was suspended.

The startup period
and the first stage of
Zarubezhneft’s development
were made relatively easy
through comprehensive
state support. However, at
the same time this support
was accompanied by strict
control of the execution of all
instructions

For over 35 years Zarubezhneft had also
been cooperating with Syrian national
oil companies. Having commissioned
Zarubezhneft, the national oil complex,
Rumelan, became the starting point
for the establishment and development
of the Syrian oil industry. Zarubezhneft
specialists constructed production facilities,
started production at the Hasseci and
Djebissi fields and prepared documentation
for the development of the Suedia,
Rumelan, Karachok and Alian fields.
In India, Zarubezhneft specialists prepared
programs for the integrated development
of the Indian oil industry, development
projects for the Ankleshvar and Kalol
fields and carried out large-scale seismic
surveys in the Tripura and West Bengal
states. In Yemen, at the end of the 1980s
and beginning of the 1990s, Zarubezhneft
specialists, acting as general contractors,
constructed and put into production
an oil complex at the West Ayad field. In
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1991 in Kuwait, Zarubezhneft specialists
organized and carried out firefighting
operations at oil fields after the end of war
with Iraq, which occupied the country.
Large-scale projects were also carried out
in Libya, Angola and Cuba. In the middle
of the 1970s Zarubezhneft represented
the Soviet Party in a joint project
with the GDR and Poland to develop
the Baltic Sea shelf; in 1990 it helped
develop oil fields, located in Russia, in
the Komi Republic and the Krasnodar
Region, including projects with foreign
investments.

were required to restore lost positions
in countries where a presence had
traditionally been held and to expand
the geography of operations through
cooperation in new regions. In 2000
Zarubezhneft renewed relationships with
Iraq, Syria and India, and, in a new wave
of cooperation, resumed its relationship
with its long-time partner – Vietnam.
It became possible to accelerate
the Company’s current projects, prepare
for the start of new, large-scale ones,
and preserve the governmental status
of the Company.

The long-term cooperation of Zarubezhneft
with Vietnam is noteworthy. A major
milestone in the Company’s history was
the establishment in 1981 (on the basis
of an Intergovernmental Agreement
between USSR and Vietnam) of the Joint
Venture Vietsovpetro which, for more
than three decades, had been one
of the most economically efficient oil
production enterprises in the world.
Thanks to the help of Soviet specialists,
Vietnam, devastated by war, was able to
create a powerful national oil industry and
become one of the top three largest oilproducing countries in South-East Asia.

On 3rd February, 2004, the President
of the Russian Federation, V.V. Putin,
signed an Order #137 to reorganize
the State Enterprise All-Russian
Association Zarubezhneft as an Open Joint
Stock Company with 100% of the shares
retained by the State. In accordance
with this Order Zarubezhneft received
the assets of RMNTK Nefetotdacha’ and
industry research institutes JSC VNIIneft
(under the Academic A.P.Krilov) and JSC
Giprovostokneft. As a result, Zarubezhneft
obtained an in-house engineering base
and innovation assets. On August 4th
in the same year, by the Order #1009
of the President of the Russian Federation,
Zarubezhneft was included in the list
of strategic enterprises of the Russian
Federation.

Due to the consequences of the Soviet
Union break-up and the influence
of other intrinsic political and economic
factors, cooperation with a number
of countries in the 1990s ended and, by
2000, the only large active project was
the JV Vietsovpetro. Enormous efforts

held in federal ownership. In the same
year the Presidents of the Russian
Federation and Vietnam signed the Joint
Declaration on the Future Cooperation in
the Field of Exploration and Oil and Gas
Production, which defines the prospects
of the joint activities of the two states
in the oil and gas sector from 2010. In
furtherance of the reached agreements,
stated in the Declaration, the terms
of the JV Vietsovpetro were extended
for another 20 years – up to 2030 (a
new Intergovernmental Agreement
of 2010) and a second JV with the State
Corporation Petrovietnam, RUSVIETPETRO
(2008), was established in Russia, similar
to Vietsovpetro.
In 2007 and in subsequent years
the Company carried out a number of new
oil production and oil refinery projects
in the Balkan Region, Latin America, in
the North of Russia, and also secured its
position in Vietnam.

In 2006 the State transferred the Russian
Party’s share of the JV Vietsovpetro
into the Company’s registered assets,

WWW.ZARUBEZHNEFT.RU
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CURRENT ACTIVITIES
OF JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT
Zarubezhneft is a multi-functional oil
and gas holding company with extensive
regional presence. In 2012 the reserves
of the JSC ‘Zarubezhneft Group
of Companies amounted to 127,9 MMTOE;
production 4.6MMT and about 1 MMT of oil
was refined.
JSC Zarubezhneft operates in three main
segments of the oil industry: exploration
and production, oil refinery and sales, and
services and research and development.

The Company’s income by segment is
divided as follows: the Production segment
accounts for about 50% of income;
Refinery and Sales for about 40%; and
Services and Research and Development
for around 10%.

only became possible after the transfer
in 2006 of the Russian Party’s share
of the JV Vietsovpetro into the Company’s
registered capital. The composition
of the current portfolio of assets is
presented in the scheme of the Company’s
corporate-project structure below:

The Company’s current portfolio
of assets has been formed by the transfer
of State enterprises, functioning during
the time of the USSR, and, also, by new
projects. Investments in new projects

Corporate-project structure of the Zarubezhneft Group
Upstream

Oil refinery and
sales

Services and R&D

Production

Exploration

JV Vietsovpetro
Block 09-1, 49%

Block 04-3, 49%

JSC Neftegasincor, 95%

Zarubezhneftestroymontazh Ltd,
80%
(JSC NeftegazInKor – 20%)

VRJ Petroleum Co,
Block 09-3, 50%

Block 12/11, 100%

OPTIMA Gruppa Ltd., 100%

JSC Arktikmorneftegasrazvedka,
100%- 1 share

JC RUSVIETPETRO Ltd.,
51%

Yadran Naftagas d.o.o., 34%

JSC Lubricants Plant
Modrica, 75.65%

Zarnestservice Ltd.– 80%
(JSC NeftegazInKor – 20%)

PSA Kharyaginskoye, 20%,

Boca de Jaruco, 100%

NESTRO-KASPIY Ltd. – 99.9%
(NeftegazInKor – 0.1%)

Ulyanovskneftegas Ltd. –
99.9%, RMNTK – 0.1%

Block L, 100%

JSC RMNTK Nefteotdacha,
100% -1 share

(Exploration works on 04-1, 09-3/12,
16-2,42 Blocks);

CJSC Orenburgnefteotdacha –
100 % – 1 share
(RMNTK – 1 share)

JSC VNIIneft – 32.27%
(RMNTK – 38%)

JSC Giprovostokneft – 22.09%
22.09 % (RMNTK – 38%)

Vietnam
Russia

Bosnia and Herzegovina
Cuba

WWW.ZARUBEZHNEFT.RU
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REGIONAL PRESENCE OF JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT
AT ITS CURRENT STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT
Zarubezhneft has assets in Vietnam, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, the Russian Federation and Cuba.
The Company’s largest region of operation is Vietnam.

IN VIETNAM ZARUBEZHNEFT OPERATES IN THE SEGMENT EXPLORATION
AND PRODUCTION THROUGH TWO ASSETS IN THE PRODUCTION PHASE
(VIETSOVPETRO AND VRJ) AND TWO ASSETS IN THE EXPLORATION PHASE
(BLOCKS 04-3 AND 12/11). CURRENTLY, THIS REGION IS A KEY ONE AND
GENERATES THE COMPANY’S MAIN INCOME FLOW.
THE LARGEST REGIONAL ASSET IS VIETSOVPETRO, WITH RESERVES AMOUNTING TO 119,5
MMT, AND A PRODUCTION OUTPUT OF 6 MMT/YEAR (IN 2012). THIS ASSET IS A KEY ONE
AND GENERATES ABOUT 40% OF THE COMPANY’S INCOME.

IN CUBA THE COMPANY (IN
PARTNERSHIP WITH THE STATE
CUBA PETROLEO) RUNS TWO
PROJECTS (BLOCK L AND
BOCA DE JARUCO), WHICH ARE AT
THE EXPLORATION STAGE. THE LARGEST
REGIONAL ASSET IS THE BLOCK L
PROJECT, THE PROSPECTIVE RESOURCES
OF WHICH ARE ABOUT 400 MMT.

IN BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA THE COMPANY OPERATES IN THE REFINERY AND
SALES SEGMENT THROUGH FOUR ASSETS: OPTIMA GRUPPA LTD, JSC BROD
OIL REFINERY, JSC LUBRICANTS PLANT MODRICHA, AND JSC NESTRO-PETROL.
THE BULK THROUGHPUT VOLUME OF THE COMPLEX AMOUNTED TO 1,15 MMT.
ALSO IN BOSNIA THE COMPANY HAS AN ASSET IN THE EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION
SEGMENT (YADRAN NAFTAGAS), WHICH IS AT THE EXPLORATION STAGE. RECOVERABLE
RESERVES AND POSSIBLE PRODUCTION ARE SMALL AND ARE EVALUATED AT
APPROXIMATELY 10 MMTOE AND 0,58 MMT/YEAR (AT PEAK OIL PRODUCTION IN 2021)
RESPECTIVELY. THE VALUE OF THE ASSET IS ASSOCIATED MORE WITH ITS POTENTIAL
SYNERGY WITH OIL REFINERY ASSETS.

IN THE RF THE COMPANY’S ASSETS OPERATE IN TWO SEGMENTS – THE EXPLORATION
AND PRODUCTION AND SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SEGMENTS.
IN THE EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION SEGMENT THE COMPANY CARRIES OUT
OPERATIONS AT FOUR PRODUCTION ASSETS (RUSVIETPETRO, PSC KHARYAGISKOYE,
ULYANOVSKNEFTEGAS LTD, AND CJSC ORENBURGNEFTEOTDACHA), WHICH ARE AT THE PRODUCTION
STAGE. THE LARGEST ASSET IS RUSVIETPETRO, WITH RESERVES AMOUNTING TO APPROXIMATELY
95 MMTOE AND PRODUCTION TO 2,1 MMT/YEAR.
IN THE SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SEGMENT THE COMPANY OWNS FOUR SERVICE ASSETS, INCLUDING AMNGR, WHICH HAVE UNIQUE EXPERIENCE IN THE EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION IN THE ARCTIC SHELF OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION, AND THREE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTERS WITH EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE OF OPERATING IN THE OPEN MARKET. THE LARGEST
ASSET IN THIS SEGMENT IS THE SERVICE COMPANY ZARUBEZHNEFTESTROYMONTAZH.

WWW.ZARUBEZHNEFT.RU
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JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT IN 2012
September 30th, 2012 marked 45 years
since the formation of JSC Zarubezhneft.
Experience and knowledge gained through
specific projects in different regions
of the world and highly professional
personnel have enabled Zarubezhneft to
progress consistently during this period,
to maintain its status and to fulfill its key
purpose – the provision of Russia State
interests in the global oil and gas market.
The activities of JSC Zarubezhneft in
2012 were focused on strengthening
the Company’s positions further, both in
domestic and international markets, and
ensuring greater efficiency in projects,
carried out in the interests of the State in
the countries of South-East and South Asia,
Europe, Latin America and Russia (Table 1).
Key Zarubezhneft features, which
differentiate it from other companies, are as
follows:
•• unique experience of implementing
international oil and gas projects and
operational knowledge gained from
specific projects in different regions
of the world;
•• status of a State company, which
focuses on reliability and guarantees
State support;
•• formed nearly half a century ago with
an internationally-recognized reputation
as a responsible and professional partner,
fulfilling its obligations in an accurate
and timely manner, and having a positive
image;

•• continuous expansion of its regions
of operations and assets;
•• close partnership relations with
the leading oil companies, scientificresearch and engineering enterprises
and sectoral research institutes
of the Russian FEC and, also, with
the largest state oil companies
of the world.
The Company’s mission is the realization
of wide-scale international oil and gas
projects abroad and in Russia, encouraging
the increase of the Russian Federation’s
fuel-energy potential and strengthening
the country’s economy.
In 2012 the main activities of JSC
Zarubezhneft were focused on exploration
operations, the construction and
development of oil and gas fields abroad
and in the Russian Federation, engineering,
construction and operation of oil refinery
complexes, application of domestic stateof-the art technologies for oil and gas field
production and conducting export-import
operations for the supplies of technological
equipment.
In 2012 the Zarubezhneft Group was active
in three business segments:
•• Exploration and Production (JV
Vietsovpetro, JC RUSVIETPETRO
Ltd, VRJ Petroleum Company,
Ulyanovskneftegas Ltd, CJSC
Orenburgnefteotdacha);

•• Oil Refinery and Sales (JSC
NeftegasInCor, OPTIMA Gruppa Ltd,
JSC Brod Oil Refinery, JSC Lubricants
Plunt Modricha, JSC NESTRO Petrol);
•• Services and Research and Development
(JSC Arcticmorneftegasrasvedka,
Zarubezhneftestroymontazh Ltd,
Zarnestservice Ltd, NESTRO-Caspiy Ltd,
JSC RMNTK Nefteotdacha, JSC VNIIneft,
JSC Giprovostokneft).
In 2012 the Company actively participated
in Russian and international exhibitions and
conferences, including: 14th International
Exhibition Neftegas-2012 and the technical
oil and gas conference and SPE exhibition
on exploration and production, held in
Moscow; and the International Habana
Fair in the Republic of Cuba, where 40
Russian companies were present. At
this latter exhibition the Deputy Minister
of Energy of the Russian Federation,
Yuriy Sentyurin, and Deputy Minister
of Base Industry of the Republic of Cuba,
Rosiel Gerra, signed a Protocol to set up
a working group for cooperation in the field
of energy of the Intergovernmental RussiaCuban Commission on Economic Trade
and Scientific-Technical cooperation in
the Energy Sector.
In October, 2012, in Moscow the second
conference of the Vedomosty newspaper
Oil Complex of Russia: map of the future,
was held at which representatives
of governmental bodies, consultants and

In 2012 the Zarubezhneft Group
was active in three business segments:
Exploration and
Production
••
••
••
••
••

JV Vietsovpetro,
JC RUSVIETPETRO Ltd
VRJ Petroleum Company
Ulyanovskneftegas Ltd
CJSC Orenburgnefteotdacha
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Oil Refinery
and Sales
••
••
••
••
••

JSC NeftegasInCor
OPTIMA Gruppa Ltd
JSC Brod Oil Refinery
JSC Lubricants Plunt Modricha
JSC NESTRO Petrol

Services and Research
and Development
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

JSC Arcticmorneftegasrasvedka
Zarubezhneftestroymontazh Ltd
Zarnestservice Ltd
NESTRO-Caspiy Ltd
JSC RMNTK Nefteotdacha
JSC VNIIneft
JSC Giprovostokneft
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market analysts took part, as well as heads
of the leading oil companies, including
JSC Zarubezhneft. Conference participants
discussed the problems and opportunities
relating to the development of the Russian
shelf and oil and gas fields with hard to
recover reserves, and issues of fiscal policy
and taxation in the FEC.
During the Second Session State Fiscal
Policy, How to obtain a balance of interests
and how to encourage industry development
initiatives?, the First Deputy General Director
of JSC Zarubezhneft (the current General
Director of JSC Zarubezhneft), Sergey
Kudryashov, took part in the discussions as
an expert. Before coming to Zarubezhneft
Sergey Kudryashov held the position
of Deputy Minister of Energy of the Russian
Federation. He presented his opinion
on the influence of taxation policy and
rates differentiation in the oil industry on
the increase in investments in production
and refining, particularly pointing out, that
the new tax regime 60-66, implemented
in 2011, is a most important decision in
this complex area. He also spoke about
the issues of preparing measures to develop
existing fields.
On October 12th, 2012, in Delhi the 17th
meeting of the Russian-Indian Working
Group on Cooperation in the Field
of Energy and Energy Efficiency was
held, headed by the Deputy Minister
of the Russian Federation, Yuriy Sentyurin,

and Deputy Minister of Oil and Natural
Gas of the Republic of India, Sundjey
Sudhir. Department Head of JSC
Zarubezhneft, Stanislav Mikhailov, took
part in the meeting. The Indian Party was
represented by the officers of the Ministry
of Oil and Natural Gas, General Authority
on Hydrocarbons, top managers of the Oil
and Natural Gas Corporation Ltd. (ONGC),
ONGC VIDESH Ltd., Oil India Ltd.,
Hindustan Petroleum Corporation Ltd., and
Indian Oil Corporation Ltd.
During the meeting, among other topics,
the issues of cooperation between
JSC Zarubezhneft and state Indian
companies ONGC and Oil India Ltd were
discussed.

Experience and knowledge
gained through specific
projects in different regions
of the world and highly
professional personnel have
enabled Zarubezhneft to
progress consistently during
this period

another Indian company – Oil Indial Limited,
to carry out joint projects in Assam and
other states.

At the end of 2011, JSC Zarubezhneft
renewed its operations in India by signing
two contracts with ONGC Assam Asset:
for the supply of Russian manufactured
chemical agents and materials and for
the provision of services of oil recovery
enhancement at the Lakwa field. In
September 2012 the Company started
the project implementation. Upon
receiving confirmation of the efficiency
of the application of the Russian-made
chemical agents and technologies for
oil recovery increases at Indian fields,
Zarubezhneft hopes to extend its
cooperation with ONGC, as well as with

JSC Zarubezhneft has established the following goals:

TO MAINTAIN

competitiveness and to
strengthen its competence in
the field of shelf oil production,
oil refinery

TO DEVELOP

its own innovation and
technological potential through
in-house developments and
acquisitions of high-tech
companies and technologies

TO INCREASE

the amount of financial
resources, targeted at
development, on the basis
of market activities

TO EXPAND

its strategic presence in
the world market and to enhance
competitiveness through
innovation

WWW.ZARUBEZHNEFT.RU
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KEY EVENTS OF JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT’S
ACTIVITIES IN 2012
FEBRUARY 12

JULY 13

Joint Company RUSVIETPETRO,
whose shareholders are
JSC Zarubezhneft and
OGC Petrovietnam, produced its
second million tons of oil at the Central
Horeiyvergskoye Uplift fields in
the Nenets Autonomous Region.

JSC Zarubezhneft was
awarded a new contract for
the development of the new Block
12/11 on the Vietnamese shelf.

MAY 31

JSC Zarubezhneft became
a major shareholder in
JSC Arcticmorneftegasrazvedka
(JSC AMNGR) with a share
ownership of 100% minus one
share.

JULY 17

The offshore jack-up unit Murmanskaya, JSC AMNGR, completed
the drilling of an offshore exploration well in Vietnam. During tests
a commercial flow of hydrocarbons was obtained, making it possible to
declare the discovery of the new field – White Hare (Tho Trang).

DECEMBER 19

JULY 29

JSC Zarubezhneft started
the drilling of a prospecting deep
water well at Block L in Cuban
waters.

Joint Company RUSVIETPETRO
started production in the third
of thirteen fields of the Central
Horeiyverskoye Uplift – West
Hosedayusskoye.

AUGUST 8

AUGUST 24

JV Vietsovpetro produced 200
MMT of oil from the new oil
production facilities in Vietnam.

SEPTEMBER 30

JSC Zarubezhneft celebrated its
45th anniversary.

WWW.ZARUBEZHNEFT.RU

DECEMBER 19

JV Vietsovpetro started to
develop the new field White Bear.

JSC Zarubezhneft started
the drilling of a prospecting deep
water well at Block L in Cuban
waters.

DECEMBER 19

Production Sharing Contract
for oil and gas Block 12/11,
offshore Vietnam, was signed.
JV Vietsovpetro was nominated
as operator.

DECEMBER 27

In accordance with the Order of
the Federal Agency for the State
Property Management of
December 17th, 2012, #2151,
Kudryashov Sergey Ivanovich was
nominated as the General Director
of JSC Zarubezhneft.

WWW.ZARUBEZHNEFT.RU
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KEY FIGURES
OF THE COMPANY IN 2012
UPSTREAM
GROSS OIL PRODUCTION BY
ZARUBEZHNEFT’S GROUP OF COMPANIES
CONSIDERING THEIR PARTICIPATION
INTEREST, MT

DYNAMICS OF THE CURRENT
RECOVERABLE HYDROCARBON RESERVS
OF ZARUBEZHNEFT’S GROUP OF COMPANIES
CONSIDERING THEIR PARTICIPATION
INTERESTS, KTOE

94,781

4,560
2012

2012

2010

2011

2009

3,719

3,303

153.99
39.7

2010

90,771

2009

2009

114.03
17.8
61.04

Exploration drilling meterage
by enterprises and projects
of the companies Group,
thousand m
Production drilling dynamics by
projects and assets of Zarubezhneft’s group of companies for
2009-2012, thousand m

REFFINERY YEILD, %

REFINING THROUGHPUT, MT

1,022.0
2012

80.7%
2012

1,156.3
2011
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249.19

38.3

87,646
2010

DOWNSTREAM

2009

28.3

2011

A+B+C1

2010

2012

94,683

4,340
2011

EXPLORATION DRILLING METERAGE
BY ENTERPRISES AND PROJECTS
OF THE COMPANIES GROUP, MM

77.8%
2011

1,088.5

994.3

2010

2009

71.1%

63.0%
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JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT
KEY FINANCIAL FIGURES
Currently, within the framework of the policy
of corporate management quality
improvement, the Company actively
implements International Standards
of Financial Reporting (IFRS) and also
consolidates accounting within the Group
of Companies. In 2013 the Company plans
to carry out an international audit of reserves
in accordance with generally accepted
international standards SPE (PRMS) and
SEC. Such measures are needed to obtain
an independent corporate credit rating,
which will enable the Company to enter
the international financial market for longterm loans. Utilization of market financial
instruments will enable the Company
to make a measurable step-jump in its
development by changing main credit
institution loans to financial market loans.

JSC Zarubezhneft’s income (declared under
the Russian Standards of Accounting (RAS))
in 2012 amounted to 33 138 009 thousand
rubles (34 719 455 thousand rubles in
2011).
At the same time in 2012 a net profit
of 4 864 678 thousand rubles was
registered, a reduction compared to
17 099 952 thousand rubles in 2011.
Significant changes in the 2012 financial
results occurred mainly due to charges for
reserves for possible losses amounting to
9 266 661 thousand rubles, and charges
for reserves for long-term doubtful debt
amounting to 2 109 203 thousand rubles in
accordance with the accounting laws and
regulations of the Russian Federation.
Despite the reduction in net profit,
the Company still remains one of the leaders
in terms of the amount of dividends paid to
the State.

33.1
17.1

34.7

2011

20.8

2010

31.6

17.1

2009

17.0

Income of JSC Zarubezhneft
2009 – 2012, billion rubles

–0.5

Kharyaga PSC

Block 09-3 Petroleum
Contract

4.9

Growth

Growth

Reduction

Reduction

–1.4

33.1

2012

0.8

Other activities

–0.5

JC VSP

34.7

2011

–11.4

2012

Block 09-3 Petroleum
Contract

-0.9

Reserves for
doubtful debts
and and depreciated financial investments

0.1

4,9*

CHANGE IN INCOME OF JSC «ZARUBEZHNEFT»
IN 2012 VS. 2011, BILLION RUBLES

Other activities

0.4

Kharyaga PSC

JC VSP

2011

–0.5

2012

* After accruing reserves

CHANGE IN NET PROFIT OF JSC «ZARUBEZHNEFT»
IN 2012 VS. 2011, BILLION RUBLES

17.1

NET PROFIT OF JSC «ZARUBEZHNEFT»
2009 - 2012, BILLION RUBLES
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Summary of JSC Zarubezhneft balance sheet
Parameters

Value as of 31.12.2012, thousand rubles

Value as of 31.12.2011, thousand rubles

Assets
Fixed assets

92,448,203

86,072,074

Current assets

23,972,760

25,480,619

104,949,395

108,540,710

Credit liability

11,471,568

3,011,983

Total Balance

116,420,963

111,552,693

Liabilities
Equity

Summary of JSC Zarubezhneft profit and loss account
Parameters

Value as of 31.12.2012, thousand rubles

Value as of 31.12.2011, thousand rubles

Income

33,138,009

34,719,455

Operating,costs

14,511,374

15,935,495

Sales,profits

16,836,224

17,115,843

Profit,(loss),before,tax

6,282,965

19,079,099

Retained,earnings

4,864,678

17,099,952

BREAKDOWN OF INCOME OF JSC «ZARUBEZHNEFT»
2009 - 2012, BILLION RUBLES

REVENUE
OF JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT

33,1

BILLION RUBLES

2.8
66.5%

7.7
21.0

16.9

4.5
11.9
46.7%
16.2

0.7
4.0
12.7
47.6%
15.8

Share of JV Vietsovpetro’s
income as a % of total income
Other activities
Block 09-3
Kharyaga PSC

2009
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2.1

99.6%

2010

2011

2012

JV Vietsovpetro
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JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT
INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES IN 2012
The investment plan of JSC Zarubezhneft
for 2012 was approved by the Board
of Directors on December 27th, 2011.

JSC Zarubezhneft’s main investments in
2012 were focused on the development
of the Exploration and Production, Oil
Refinery and Sales, and Services and
Research and Development business
segments.

Investment Project/expenditure items of the investment budget

MMRUB

Business segment Exploration and Production

3,681.8

Russia

35.1

LLC Ulyanovskneftegaz

35.1

Vietnam

673.3

PSC Block 09-3

673.3

Cuba

2,973.4

PSA Block 9 (onshore)

72.3

PSA Block L (offshore)

2,812.0

PSA Boca de Jaruco Field

89.1

Business segment Oil Refinery and Sales

3,250.6

JSC NeftegazInKor

789.0

LLC OPTIMA Gruppa

2,451.1

JSC NESTRO Petrol

10.5

Business segment Services and Research and Development

2,155.1

JSC Artcticmorneftegasrasvedka

2,155.1

Other areas

,1,415.5

Total investments

BUSINESS SEGMENT
EXPLORATION AND
PRODUCTION

3,681.8
MMRUB

10,503.0

BUSINESS SEGMENT
OIL REFINERY AND SALES

3,250.6
MMRUB

WWW.ZARUBEZHNEFT.RU
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BUSINESS SEGMENT
EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION
Vietnam
The development of hydrocarbon resources
at Block 09-3 is being carried out according
to the Oil Contract of 2002. The project
is financed by VRJ Petroleum Company
(the shares are divided as follows:
JSC Zarubezhneft (RF) holds 50%, OGC
Petrovietnam (Vietnam) holds 35%, and
Idemitsu (Japan) holds 15%). The project
operator is JV Vietsovpetro.

The financing of the project in 2012 in
accordance with the Investment Plan
amounted to 673.3 MMRUB. In 2012
the following work was carried out:
•• 3D seismic data processing;
•• Drilling of Well #410 (RCDM).

China

Republic of Cuba

Ha Noi

Block L

Boca de Jaruco Field

Production Sharing Agreement for Block
L was signed in November 2009, and
operation began in 2010.

Pilot test operations were carried out
according to the Production Sharing
Agreement, signed in 2011. The term
of the project is 25 years and the project
operator is RMNTK Nefteotdacha.
The current level of investment is
89.1 MMRUB. During the reporting period
engineering documentation was prepared
(Program for well construction at E1
Formation, Program for well construction
at M formation, Program for construction
facilities at pilot area of E1 formation and
exploration area of M formation), and,
material-technical resources, required
for the construction of the wells, were
purchased.

2,812.0 MMRUB were allotted in order to
finance the project. A number of activities
have been conducted, including geological
and geophysical activities, the acquisition
of geological and geophysical data, its
complex interpretation and generalization,
reprocessing and reinterpretation
of existing profiles amounting to 3200
linear kilometers, 500 linear kilometers
of electric surveys, and, also, the new startup drilling of well L-01.

Russian Federation
In 2012, investments made in
LLC Ulyanovskneftegas amounted
to 35.15 MMRUB.

WWW.ZARUBEZHNEFT.RU

THE UPSTREAM
GENERATES
THE MAJOR SHARE OF
THE CONSOLIDATED
PROCEEDS

Hai Phong

LAOS

Dong Hoi

THAILAND
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Quy Nho’n

CAMBODIA
Nha
Trang
Ho Chi Minh
Vung Tau

BLOCK 09-3
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BUSINESS SEGMENT
OIL REFINERY AND SALES
LLC OPTIMA Gruppa

JSC NeftegasInKor

2,451.1 MMRUB were invested in
the working capital of LLC OPTIMA
Gruppa in accordance with the approved
investment program Rehabilitation
and upgrading of oil refining industry
enterprises in Republika Srpska.

In 2012 NeftegasInKor received loans
for the servicing of credit debt under
agreements with Vnesheconombank within
the framework of the approved investment
program Rehabilitation and upgrading
of the oil refining industry enterprises in
Republika Srpska and, also, for capital
expenditure in the Yadran Naftagas
company.

JSC NESTRO Petrol
Expenditure on the purchase and
rehabilitation of gas filling stations
amounted to 10.5 MMRUB.

EXPENDITURE IN THE BUSINESS SEGMENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE INVESTMENT PLAN AMOUNTED TO

3,250.6
MMRUB

BUSINESS SEGMENT
SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
ACCORDING TO THE INVESTMENT PLAN IN 2012
2 155,1 MMRUB WERE
ALLOCATED FOR THE FIVE
YEAR CLASS UPGRADING
OF JACK-UP MURMANSKAYA AND DS DEEP VENTURE.

WWW.ZARUBEZHNEFT.RU
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OTHER AREAS
ACQUISITION OF CAPITAL ASSETS
AND INTANGIBLE ASSETS,
INCLUDING THOSE FOR SALES
OFFICES AND BRANCHES,
AMOUNTED TO 1,329.2 MMRUB.

R&D
In 2012 two projects were financed:
• Project for the development of innovative EOR
technologies based on a thermal-hydrodynamic
well survey for the basement pool of the White
Tiger field – completion of part of the works was
transferred to 2013.
• Project for the implementation of thermal-gas
stimulation for oil recovery improvements at
the RUP PO Beloruneft fields.

THE TOTAL LEVEL OF R&D
INVESTMENT AMOUNTED TO

54.2

MMRUB

A GENERAL OVERHAUL OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDINGS
WAS COMPLETED AT THE ADDRESS: MOSCOW, ARHANGELSKIY
PEREULOK, 1, BLD.1. PREPARATORY AND ENGINEERING WORKS
WERE CARRIED OUT AT A COST OF 55,618,524.40 RUBLES.
In order to align the divisions and subsidiaries and related companies of JSC Zarubezhneft
and owing to the increase in the number of staff, a building with an overall area of 8,650.5
square meters was purchased in 2011 at the address: Arhangelskiy pereulok, 1, Bld.1.

WWW.ZARUBEZHNEFT.RU

ACQUISITION OF SECURITIES AND
OTHER LONG-TERM FINANCIAL
INVESTMENTS
In 2012 final settlements were reached under
the agreement with JSC RMNTK Nefteotdacha
regarding debt of LLC Ulyanovskneftegas in
the amount of 32.1 MMRUB.
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GOVERNING BODIES OF JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT
In accordance with paragraph 3 of article
47 of the Federal Law of December
26th, 1995, #208-F3 On Joint Stock
Companies, in a company where all voting
shares belong to a single shareholder,
decisions taken at the general meeting
of shareholders are made solely by
the shareholder and in writing.
In 2012 two orders of the Federal Agency
for Federal Property Management were
issued on the legalization of shareholder
decisions.
Federal Agency for Federal Property
Management order of June 29th, 2012,
#1018-p On decisions of the general
meeting of shareholders of the joint stock
company Zarubezhneft agreed the following
items:
•• The JSC Zarubezhneft annual report for
2011 was approved.

•• The annual accounting statement
was approved, including
the JSC Zarubezhneft 2011 profit and
loss declaration.
•• JSC Zarubezhneft 2011 profit
distribution was approved in the amount
of 17,099,952.0 thousand rubles, taking
into account the Board of Directors
recommendations to use part of this to
pay dividends amounting to 8,330,132.5
thousand rubles.
•• JSC Zarubezhneft Board of Directors was
elected.
•• JSC Zarubezhneft audit commission was
elected.
•• LLC Rosexpertiza was approved as
JSC Zarubezhneft’s auditor for 2012.

Zarubezhneft shareholders, the nomination
of Kudryashov Sergey Ivanovich as
JSC Zarubezhneft General Director for
the period of five years was approved.
By the order of the Federal Agency for
Federal Property Management of June 29th,
2009, #1018-p On decisions of the annual
general meeting of JSC Zarubezhneft
shareholders, the membership of the Board
of Directors was changed.
As a result of this decision, as was
previously the case, the JSC Zarubezhneft
Board of Directors has three independent
directors.

By order of the Federal Agency for Federal
Property Management order of December
27th, 2012, #2151-p On decisions
of the special general meeting of JSC

Members of the Board of Directors are:

Bazhenov Alexander Vladislavovich

Director of the Center of Public-Private Partnership of Vnesheconombank
Born 1964
Not a shareholder

Brunich Nikolay Grigorievich

General Director of CJSC Caspian Pipeline Consortium
Born 1955

Kadochnikov Pavel Anatolievich

Prorector for Research, All-Russia Academy of Foreign Trade of the Ministry
of Economic Development of Russia
Independent director
Born 1978
Not a shareholde

Nekipelov Alexander Dmitrievich

Vice President of the Russian Academy of Sciences
Independent director
Born 1951
Not a shareholder

Glasenberg Ivan

President of Glencore
Independent director
Born 1957
Not a shareholder

Stolyarenko Vladimir Mikhailovich

Chairman of the Supervisory Board
Open Joint-Stock Company EVROFINANCE MOSNARBANK
Born 1961
Not a shareholder

Tokarev Nikolay Petrovich

President of JSC Transneft
Born 1950
Not a shareholder
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In accordance with the resolution of the Board
of Directors of Zarubezhneft dated July 23rd,
2012 (Minutes of the Meeting №63), Nikolay
Tokarev was elected Chairman of the Board
of Directors of JSC Zarubezhneft.

In 2012, the total amount of remuneration
payments to five members of the Board
of Directors of JSC Zarubezhneft based upon
the performance of results in 2011-2012 was
5,990 thousand rubles.

Regulations on the Board of Directors of JSC
Zarubezhneft were approved by the resolution
of the extraordinary general meeting
of the shareholders of JSC Zarubezhneft
(Decree of the Federal Property Management
Agency dated October 12th, 2005 №2253-р).

Three specialized committees were
established under the Board of Directors in
2012.

Board of Directors
Committee on Strategic Planning
The Committee Regulations were
approved by resolution of the Board
of Directors of JSC Zarubezhneft
dated November 7th, 2008 (Minutes
of the Meeting №27). By resolution
of the Board of Directors of JSC
Zarubezhneft dated August 12th,
2010 (Minutes of the Meeting №42)
the Regulations of the Committee on
Strategic Planning under the Board
of Directors of JSC Zarubezhneft
were amended and supplemented.
At the meeting of the Board of Directors
of JSC Zarubezhneft on October 28th,
2011 (Minutes of the Meeting №53)
a new version of the Regulations
of the Committee on Strategic
Planning under the Board of Directors
of JSC Zarubezhneft was approved.
The Committee members were
Mr. Bazhenov A., Mr. Brunich N.,
Ms. Kalanda L., and Mr. Nekipelov A.
After the election of the new members
of the Board of Directors, the following
members of the Committee were elected:
Mr. Bazhenov A., Mr. Brunich N., and
Mr. Nekipelov A.
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Audit Committee
The Committee Regulations
were approved by resolution
of the Board of Directors of JSC
Zarubezhneft on November 7th, 2008
(Minutes of the Meeting №27). At
the meeting of the Board of Directors
of JSC Zarubezhneft on October 28th,
2011 (Minutes of the Meeting №53)
a new version of the Regulations
of the Audit Committee was approved.
The members of the Committee were
Mr. Bazhenov A., Mr. Nekipelov A.,
Mr. Kadochnikov P. After the election
of the new members of the Board
of Directors, the following members
of the Committee were elected:
Mr. Bazhenov A., Mr. Nekipelov A., and
Mr. Kadochnikov P.

Staff and Remuneration Committee
Regulations of the Committee were
approved by resolution of the Board
of Directors of JSC Zarubezhneft
on November 7th, 2008 (Minutes
of the Meeting №27). At the meeting
of the Board of Directors of JSC
Zarubezhneft on October 28th, 2011
(Minutes of the Meeting №53) a new
version of the Regulations of the Staff
and Remuneration Committee was
approved.
The members of the Committee were
Mr. Kadochnikov P., Mr. Glasenberg I.,
and Ms. Kalanda L. After the election
of the new members of the Board
of Directors, the following members
of the Committee were elected:
Mr. Kadochnikov P., Mr. Glasenberg I.,
and Mr. Stolyarenko V.
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Audit Committee of the Company
By Decree of the Federal Agency for Federal
Property Management dated June 30th,
2011 №1267-р On resolutions of the annual
general meeting of the shareholders
of the Joint Stock Company Zarubezhneft,

the Audit Commission of JSC Zarubezhneft
was elected, comprised of the following
members:

Members of the Audit Committee in 2011

Аrkhipova M.

Representative of the State’s interest

Mozhaeva A.

Leading consultant of the division of the Department of the Ministry of Economic Development of Russia

Sergeeva-Sivenok A.

Deputy Head of the division of the Department of the Federal Property Management Agency

Тer-Stepanov D.

Deputy Director of the Department of the Ministry of Economic Development of Russia

By Decree of the Federal Property
Management Agency dated June 29th,
2012 №1018-р On resolutions of the annual
general meeting of the shareholders
of the Joint Stock Company Zarubezhneft,

the Audit Commission of JSC Zarubezhneft
was elected, comprised of the following
members:

Members of the Audit Committee in 2012

Кolyada А.

Head of the division of the Department of the Federal Property Management Agency

Ter-Stepanov D.

Deputy Director of Department of the Ministry of the Economic Development of Russia

Upatova G.

Deputy Director of Department – Chief Accountant of the Ministry of Energy of Russia

The Audit Commission has examined
the annual accounting reports. Based on
the results of the examination, conclusions
were made regarding the reliability
of the data contained in the accounting
statements and the annual report of JSC
Zarubezhneft for the year 2012.

Members of the Audit Committee receive
no fees.
The main function of all the Committees
consists in the provision
of recommendations for the Board
of Directors on all the material technical

aspects of the Company’s business within
its Competence including approval by
the Board of Directors the key directions
of the Strategy, the Budget for the further
periods? As well as any amendments and/
or supplements to the existing documents
concerning Company’s main activity.
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JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT
MANAGEMENT

Kudryashov Sergey Ivanovich
Position – General Director
In the Company since – July, 2012

Erke Sergey Ivanovic
Position – First Deputy General Director
In the Company since – January, 2013

Klinchev Valeriy Andreevich
Position – Deputy General Director
of Production
In the Company since – August, 2003

Nojin Vladimir Matveevich
Position – Deputy General Director
of Development
In the Company since – April, 2013

Zaikin Igor Petrovich
Position – Deputy General Director for
Projects Development and Well Operations
In the Company since – July, 2013

Ozerov Andrey Valerievich
Position – Deputy General Director
for downstream
In the Company since – October, 2013

Kravchenko Sergey Victorovich
Position – Deputy General Director
of Economics and Finance
In the Company since – February, 2013

Voronin Alexander Yurievich
Position – Deputy General Director
of Foreign Relations
In the Company since – April, 2004

Kovalenko Alexander Pavlovich
Position – Deputy General Director
of General Issues and Personnel
Management
In the Company since – August, 2002

JSC Zarubezhneft top managers do not own shares in the Company.
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JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT
EXECUTIVE BODY
According to JSC Zarubezhneft’s Articles of Association there is
no requirement for a collective executive body (Board). The sole
executive body is the General Director.

JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT
TOP MANAGERS
DO NOT OWN
SHARES IN THE COMPANY

General Director’s background profile

SERGEY I. КUDRYASHOV
General Director of
JSC Zarubezhneft

Sergey Ivanovich Kudryashov is a leading
specialist in the field of fuel and energy
complex development.

2002-2003: Deputy Manager of Tomskneft
VNK – Head of Strezhevoyneft Oil and Gas
Producing Enterprise;

Educational background: In 1991 he graduated
from Kuybyshev Polytechnic Institute and in
2006, he took an Executive MBA degree at
the Stockholm School of Economics.

2003-2005: Manager of Yuganskneftegaz
JSC – Vice-President of YUKOS-EP CJSC;

Professional experience:

2005-2008: First Vice President of OC
Rosneft JSC, in charge of the industrial sector
of the company;

1991-2002: he rose from production
operator to Deputy General Director (head
of the consolidated production assets) of Oil
Producing Enterprise Nizhnevartovskneft;

2008-2012: Deputy Minister of Energy
of the Russian Federation. He was in charge
of issues connected with the activities
of the Russian oil & gas complex.

2012: First Deputy General Director of JSC
Zarubezhneft;
2012 to present: General Director of JSC
Zarubezhneft.
Sergey Kudryashov is also Head
of the Working Group of the Commission
under the President of the Russian Federation
for the strategy of the Fuel and Energy
Complex (FEC) development and ecological
safety.
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ZARUBEZHNEFT

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGY IN RELATION TO
JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT ACTIVITIES

JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT JSC Zarubezhneft is an experienced and fast-growing
company, which carries out its activities in three key
segments: Exploration and Production, Oil Refinery and
Sales and Services and Research & Development. Having
gained a unique experience undertaking successful
operations for nearly over half a century, the Company
continues to take action to reflect global challenges and
public needs. The Company’s strategy undergoes changes
and already includes, alongside targets such as corporate
management optimization, technological leadership and
maximization of competitiveness due to the effective control
of operating costs, a new target to safeguard the interests of
a wide range of stakeholders.
Key advantages
•• Adoption of KPI system
•• Further implementation of sustainable
development principles and an increase in
the level of information disclosure
•• Oil recovery improvement at
JV Vietsovpetro fields and CKU blocks
•• Acquisition of rights to work on
the Russian Continental Shelf
•• Extension of resource base due to
participation in new projects
•• Upgrading and expansion of authoritiesof
the Working Committee on Risk
Management
•• Increase in the Group of Companies’
energy efficiency due to a reduction in
production costs
•• Realization of an Innovation Development
•• Efficiency improvements of business
•• Further development of exchange trade
through an increase in oil sales volume
•• Reduction in the borrowed capital service
charge

WWW.ZARUBEZHNEFT.RU
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CORE COMPETENCES
OF THE GROUP OF COMPANIES

JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT

LEADER IN THE DEVELOPMENT
OF UNIQUE, HIGHLY PRODUCTIVE
OIL FIELDS IN THE GRANITES
OF CRYSTALLINE BASEMENT IN
OFFSHORE VIETNAM

WITHIN

THE JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT GROUP THERE
ARE TWO SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTES –
GIPROVOSTOKNEFT AND VNIINEFT
– WHICH CONTRIBUTE TO INCREASING
COMPETENCES IN THE AREA OF OIL
RESEARCH, OIL PRODUCTION AND OIL
RECOVERY IMPROVEMENT

WWW.ZARUBEZHNEFT.RU

THE FIRST RUSSIAN

OIL COMPANY TO TRADE OIL
REGULARLY ON THE ST. PETERSBURG
INTERNATIONAL COMMODITY EXCHANGE

SUBSIDIARY ENTERPRISE

ARCTICMORNEFTEGAS RAZVEDKA IS
THE LEADER IN TERMS OF DRILLED
FOOTAGE AND THE NUMBER OF FIELDS
DISCOVERED ON THE ARCTIC
CONTINENTAL SHELF

THE FIRST NATIONAL

COMPANY TO ORGANIZE LARGE-SCALE
OIL AND GAS PRODUCTION OUTSIDE
THE RF
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THE ROLE OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
FOR JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT
The understanding of sustainable development principles is becoming more widespread among companies. These issues attract the attention of the public
and governmental bodies, who are also adopting these
principles in legislation. As a result, these principles
are gaining increasing importance and a company’s
ability to manage them successfully is becoming one
of the conditions for its sustainable development.
At JSC Zarubezhneft the understanding
of sustainability principles matches those
accepted in the global business community.
That is why, in 2012 the Company’s
management took the necessary decision
to set up a sustainable development policy,
which subsequently will become an integral
part of the Company’s management model.
Currently Zarubezhneft is at the initial
stage of implementing GRI sustainable
development principles at level C.

of national wealth, environment protection
and economic use of resources, social
development and making it possible for
all members of society to participate in
decision making. Striving for the best
balance of ecological, social and
economic elements of the Company’s
activities is the way to achieve sustainable
development, and this is reflected in
the long-term strategy of the Company’s
development up to 2030.

JSC Zarubezhneft is an experienced and
fast-growing company, which carries
out its activities in three key segments:
Exploration and Production, Oil Refinery
and Sales and Services and Research &
Development. Having gained a unique
experience undertaking successful
operations for nearly over half a century,
the Company continues to take action
to reflect global challenges and public
needs. The Company’s strategy undergoes
changes and already includes, alongside
targets such as corporate management
optimization, technological leadership and
maximization of competitiveness due to
the effective control of operating costs,
a new target to safeguard the interests
of a wide range of stakeholders.

Social responsibility for the Company’
personnel and local communities,
expressed through the growth of economic
welfare, the even redistribution of national
wealth, and the possibility to influence
decisions made by the Company,
on the one hand, and, the provision
of ecological safety in accordance with
legislation and international standards on
the other, enables the Company to take into
consideration the interests of the current
generation and to guarantee a safe future
for the next.

The Company’s management understands
that Zarubezhneft’s activities influence
a large number of people and impact
the delicate ecosystem in the regions
of its operations. The provision of a stable
energy supply is impossible without strict
observation of public interests: economic
growth and an even redistribution

activities at all levels and in all directions,
the Company has planned to gradually
move to an integrated system of business
processes standardization and to update its
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
JSC Zarubezhneft has always been
a responsible enterprise, adhering to
ecological and social norms of legislation,
and that is why we are convinced that
the application of sustainable development
principles in the long run will become
an important part of the Company’s
competitive advantages. A continuous
drive to improve operational and
economic figures by utilizing sustainable
development approaches demonstrates
JSC Zarubezhneft willingness to carry out
its activities on the basis of innovation,
transparency and long-term cooperation
with interested parties for their mutual
wellbeing – and this is firmly fixed in
JSC Zarubezhneft Group of Companies’
business values.

The Company seeks to take into account
expectations regarding its socially
responsible behavior, which are reflected
in international law and Russian legislation,
its contractual obligations, and also those
discovered in the course of cooperation
with interested parties. The Company
aligns its strategy with the priorities
of national and regional development.
In 2012 JSC Zarubezhneft continued
to implement a systematic approach to
establish its strategic development concept.
To coordinate the Company’s management
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JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT
DEVELOPMENT MODEL
JSC Zarubezhneft acts in the interests of the State,
consistently developing Russian oil and gas companies
of strategic value, and has a unique longstanding
experience of foreign economic operations,
a significant scientific and technical potential and
a high reputation as a reliable and responsible partner
in the world market.
In its long-term outlook Zarubezhneft
considers itself an upstream company with:
•• An emphasis on offshore production;
•• Assets in Russia, Vietnam and other
prospective markets;
•• Expertise in evaluation services, used for
in-house needs, as well as on the open
market.

The Company is focused on a technological
partner model, relying on its experience and
competence from its participation in projects
of complex field developments, etc.
At the same time, the Company
may participate in other segments
of the international energy market, if this is

THE COMPANY IS FOCUSED
ON A TECHNOLOGICAL
PARTNER MODEL, RELYING
ON ITS EXPERIENCE AND
COMPETENCE FROM
ITS PARTICIPATION IN
PROJECTS OF COMPLEX
FIELD DEVELOPMENTS

WWW.ZARUBEZHNEFT.RU

in line with State interests. Entering into oil
refining projects is only possible if there are
synergies with existing production assets.
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KEY ADVANTAGES
OF JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT
Unique, 45-year experience
of implementing international
oil and gas projects in
the interests of the State

Knowledge of operational
specifics in different regions
of the world – in over 35
countries

Status of a State company –
100% of the shares in
federal ownership

High competence in offshore
production

Expansion of operational
geography

Is included in the list
of strategic enterprises
of the Russian Federation

Stable long-lasting
relationships with leading
oil companies in Russia
and abroad, with scientific
research and engineering
associations and sectoral
research institutes
of the Russian FEC

Mid-term plans
•• Adoption of KPI system
•• Further implementation of sustainable
development principles and an increase in
the level of information disclosure
•• Oil recovery improvement at JV
Vietsovpetro fields and CKU blocks
•• Acquisition of rights to work on
the Russian Continental Shelf
•• Extension of resource base due to participation in new projects
•• Upgrading and expansion of authorities of the Working Committee on Risk
Management
•• Increase in the Group of Companies’
energy efficiency due to a reduction in
production costs

•• Realization of an Innovation Development
Program including:
––Increase in profitability and economic
efficiency
––Reduction in production costs due to
new technologies
––Securing of technological leadership in
the production of hard to recover and
unconditional hydrocarbon reserves.
•• Efficiency improvements of business
activities in the Balkans:
––Rehabilitation and upgrading of the Brod
Refinery
––Construction of production units
––Expansion of gas filling stations network
––Increase in the market share of motor
oils sales

•• Further development of exchange trade
through an increase in oil sales volume
•• Reduction in the borrowed capital service
charge

WWW.ZARUBEZHNEFT.RU
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PROSPECTS FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
OF JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT MAJOR ASSETS
The basis of the Company’s business are Vietnamese
assets, formed under intergovernmental agreements,
in the framework of which shares in the assets of JV
Vietsovpetro and VRJ, JC RUSVIETPETRO in Russia
and Vietnam have been exchanged.
At the current time the largest asset
of the Zarubezhneft Group of Companies
is JV Vietsovpetro, but its production
is declining because of the field edge.
To stabilize field production, by 2015
measures to improve oil recovery and
develop prospective blocks will be
implemented.
For the period of 2015-2017 the leader
in production will be JC RUSVIETPETRO,
which started commercial production in
2010. The economic efficiency of this asset
depends on the possibility of obtaining
export tax exemptions for three complex
fields (Visovoye and West-Khosedayuskoye
from 2013, and Surharatinskoye from
2015).

WWW.ZARUBEZHNEFT.RU

While working within the framework
of intergovernmental agreements
the Company expanded its operational
geography, increased its resources
portfolio, and also shared projects risks
with its partners.
By carrying out exploration operations and
production at complex fields the Company
improved its competences in exploration
and offshore production (Vietnamese
assets), and in the development of complex
onshore fields (RUSVIETPETRO, RF).
In the short term, the increase in efficiency
at Vietsovpetro and RUSVIETPETRO should
prove the Company’s competences in
production at complex fields, which, in
turn, should enable Zarubezhneft to take
part in new prospective complex projects.
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OFFSHORE FIELD DEVELOPMENT
One of the new strategic directions of JSC Zarubezhneft
is the Company’s business expansion on
implementation of offshore projects.
Zarubezhneft has a number of competences,
which should make it highly likely for it to
obtain licenses to work on the RF Arctic
Shelf. Such key competences include
significant JSC Arcticmorneftegaяrazvedka
(AMNGR) operating experience on the RF
Arctic Shelf and the operating experience
of Zarubezhneft on the shelves of other
regions.
The experience of JSC
Arcticmorneftegasrazvedka includes
30 years of operations on the shelves
of the Barents, Pechorskoye and Karskoye
seas. In addition, AMNGR is the leader in
terms of drilled footage and the number
of fields discovered on the Arctic Continental
Shelf:
•• About 60 wells drilled;
•• Drilled footage is more than 150
thousand meters;
•• Of 38 fields, 18 were discovered by
AMNGR;
•• Key assets are Drill Ship Deep Venture
and Jack-Up Murmanskaya.

The operating experience
of JSC Zarubezhneft on the international
shelf includes more than 30 years of work
in Vietnam:
•• Between 1981-2009 total drilled
footage was 1 566 thousand meters
(development drilling: 314 thousand
meters and exploration drilling:
252 thousand meters);
•• In 2012 alone on the Vietnamese
shelf 29 development wells and eight
exploration wells were drilled.

and to expand the business volumes
of the Company. If necessary, it will
be possible to form a partnership with
other market participants; this could be
formed based on the proven experience
of Zarubezhneft in exchanging asset
shares.

Zarubezhneft conforms to all legislative
requirements, which are imposed on
companies seeking admission to the RF
shelf areas. Such requirements include:
•• Direct or indirect state control of over
50% of the voting shares of the license
holder;
•• Operating experience of over five years
on the RF continental shelf.
Obtaining rights to work on the Russian
continental shelf will enable
JSC Zarubezhneft to increase the potential
of its resource base significantly
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ZARUBEZHNEFT

RISK MANAGEMENT
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The objective of the Company’s risk management is
to control not only potential negative events that could
affect the achievement of business goals, but also
the management of business opportunities. The Company
believes that management of both risks and opportunities
provides a synergistic effect in achieving competitive
advantages.

WWW.ZARUBEZHNEFT.RU
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RISK MANAGEMENT
JSC Zarubezhneft continuous work on risk identification
connected with activities of the Company.
The activity of Zarubezhneft is associated with
risks characterized by the oil industry, as well as
the economic and political situation of the countries
where the Company implements its projects.
The strategic risks of the Company are
associated with the achievement of
its long-term goals and the impact of
competition from other companies in
the industry. Risks of non-compliance with
legal requirements are subject to regulatory
control in countries where Zarubezhneft
implements its projects. Financial risks can
arise as a result of instability in the capital
markets, and operational risks are
dependent upon the features of the entire
value cycle of the Company.

Risk management in Zarubezhneft is aimed
at reducing the impact on the Company’s
business model and is determined by
the essentiality of concrete risks in
the medium and long term.

RISK MANAGEMENT POLICY OF JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT
In its risk management approach, Zarubezhneft
is guided by its business goals, the legislation
of the Russian Federation, as well as by
the directions of the State's energy policy of
Russia.
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The Company manages the risks of its ongoing
activities on a priority basis. At the same time
influence of the separate risks connected with
change of external conditions that have adversely
impact on achievement of the business purposes
of the Company, is out of a field of direct control.

The strategic risks of
the Company are associated
with the achievement of
its long-term goals and
the impact of competition
from other companies in
the industry
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Industry risks
Industry risks that could impact
the Company's operations are: reduction
in the crude oil price, increase in planned
costs for the exploration of new fields, as
well as the development of the industry's
high-tech methods of oil production.

Oil prices depend on market trends of
world prices. Fluctuation of oil prices
affects the gross income, profitability of
production and the value of the expected
cash flow of the Company. The Company
estimates the risk of a significant reduction
in oil prices in the short term as low.

Risks within the corporate footprint
The activity of Zarubezhneft is carried out in
the Asia-Pacific region, Eastern Europe, the Middle
East, as well as in the Russian Federation

The level of socio-economic risks in
Russian regions remains low and does
not affect the current operations of
the Company.
The Company’s foreign projects are
affected by the social and political
risks associated with activities outside
the Russian Federation.
Political risk management is carried
out through activities aimed to develop
international cooperation, interaction with
the public authorities of the countries
where Zarubezhneft is present and
the participation of the Company in bilateral
negotiations between Russian and such
countries.

Republic of Cuba

Republic of Srpska

Development of cooperation with
the Cuban companies is a strategic goal of
JSC Zarubezhneft.

The company continues to develop activity
on oil refining and realization of oil products
in the Republic of Srpska. High political and
social risks are inherent in the Republic,
however today the attractive tax and
investment mode are formed in the country.

The company continues conducting
prospecting works and development of oil
fields in Cuba, where the level of social,
economic and political risks is estimated
as high. High risks are caused by absence
in this country of independent judiciary
system, restriction of business and a private
property. At the same time the law "About
Foreign Investments" of Cuba gives to
foreign investors opportunity of receiving
essential privileges.

Changes of market capacity and instability
of prices for oil products in the Republic, as
well as high capital intensity of productive
capacity of the Company can generate
operations risks, negatively influencing
financial results of this activity.

Political risks are also reduced through
the establishment of joint ventures
with companies in the countries where
the Company is implementing projects.
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Financial risks
Financial risks affecting the Company's
operations are: possible deterioration of
financial conditions – reduction of the access
to credit, volatility of foreign exchange
rates, investment risks associated with
the development of new fields, as well as risks
of implementing innovation projects.
Growth of interest rates for large corporate
borrowers and at the same time increase
of requirements of banks to their financial
position in long-term prospect can have
impact on realization of the Company’s
strategy.

Currency risk
Most of the income of Zarubezhneft JSC
is made in foreign currency (U.S. Dollars).
Some of the Company's business operations
are based on the Euro exchange rate.
The change in Euro/Dollar currency rates
may affect the volume of the cash flow
of the Company and certain indicators of
accounting (financial) statements, calculated
according to the exchange rate.

Formation of a substantial part of
the Company’s expenses in foreign currency
(the cost of financing major projects)
reduces the impact of currency risk on
the income which is also made in a foreign
currency.

Inflation risks
The inflation risk is recognized in making
an assessment of economic efficiency
of projects under consideration of
the Company. The predicted rate of inflation,
according to JSC Zarubezhneft, has no
essential impact on the current activity of
the Company.

Risks of innovation activities
Most of the innovation projects of
the Company are classified as high risk.
Risks can occur throughout the process of
the introduction of innovative technologies
in the development and improvement of
the methods of production of hydrocarbons.

The key risks are:
•• failure to achieve the planned results of
the projects;
•• discrepancy between the results
of projects and future needs of
the Company and the oil industry;
•• possible performance of similar works
by other oil companies;
•• high cost of credit resources needed to
finance the development of high-tech
methods.
In order to reduce risks of the innovation
projects, the Company regularly monitors
the technologies used in the industry and
analyzes information about the market
prospects of the existing project portfolio.
The Company also coordinates its projects
with the government agencies concerned
and is involved in activities to develop
the supply of latest technologies in the field
of enhanced oil recovery.

Legal risks
The activity of Zarubezhneft is carried out in the Russian
Federation and abroad and thus is governed by Russian law and
the laws of the countries where it operates
Risks of the negative impact of changes
in the law are external risks where
the Company’s impact is limited.
Legal risk management is carried out by
analyzing and responding to the changes in
the applicable areas of law. The Company
also interacts constantly with legislative
and executive powers in the matters of
the interpretation of the law and justification of
the business interests of Zarubezhneft.
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Transfer pricing
Since January 1, 2012 the amendments
to the Tax code of the Russian Federation
regarding improvement of the principles of
determination of the prices for the taxation
came into force(The Federal law No.
227-FZ).
The entered amendments refer the Company
to category of the organizations whose
separate transactions become a subject
of additional control from tax authorities.
The control parameter is the price of
the transaction and its compliance to market
level. Where the applied in the transaction
price doesn't correspond to the market level,
the tax authority acquires the right to count
tax obligations of the Company proceeding
from market prices.

The company is the largest taxpayer,
participates in export trade of products
of "Oil and the oil products" group, has
an extensive network of subsidiaries and
participates in many transactions on
realization of goods (works, services) within
the JSC Zarubezhneft Group of companies.
Application by tax authority of market
prices according to such transactions of
the Company can have essential impact
on income tax base formation. Besides,
it’s necessary to consider the possibility
of increase of Company’s control activities
(inspections) from tax authorities.
Introduction of regulation of transfer
pricing, ambiguity of separate provisions of
the above-mentioned law, as well as lack of
the acquired practice of arbitration courts in
this field can cause appearance of additional
tax risks of JSC Zarubezhneft Group of
companies.
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Operational risks
Risks associated with exploration
activities
The main risk associated with oil field
exploration is the non-confirmation of
estimated hydrocarbon reserves. In
the process of field development, the actual
reserves of raw materials can be below
the estimated level, thereby affecting
the economic viability of the projects and
the occurrence of the risks of exceeding
the planned costs for exploration and
development.
The application of modern geophysical
methods of search and exploration of
hydrocarbons, as well as advanced
technologies in drilling and field
development allow risks of this category to
be reduced.

Risks related to the industrial
safety, environmental and labor
protection
Production activities of the enterprises
controlled by the Company are directly
related to the risks of damage to
the environment, as well as the occurrence
of accidents and injuries.

The main risk associated
with oil field exploration
is the non-confirmation
of estimated hydrocarbon
reserves

Zarubezhneft is continuously improving
operations to comply with environmental
regulations and internal standards of safe
methods of working: conducting scheduled
and unscheduled exercises of prevention
and response to accidents and emergency
situations, activities to evaluate and verify
the knowledge of operational staff regarding
labor protection and industrial safety.
In order to strengthen the monitoring of this
category of risks, the Company also uses
international organizations with experience
in the development of measures of accident
prevention and mitigation of their effects, as
well as having the necessary equipment to
reduce the effects.
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ZARUBEZHNEFT

INNOVATION DEVELOPMENT

The Innovation Development Program is based on
existing innovation capacities and the Company’s unique
experience of international activities in more than
35 countries around the world.

Targets in the field
of innovation development
•• Increase in the profitability and economic
efficiency of the Company by means of
the development of innovation segments
•• Reduction in production costs by means
of new technologies
•• Establishing and strengthening the status
of the Company as an innovation
technology leader in the sale of licenses
of patented technologies
•• Orientation of the business processes
of the Company taking into account
the interests of innovation development
•• Strengthening the competences and
provision of the technological leadership
of the Company in key competences:
production of hard to recover and
unconventional hydrocarbons
•• Establishing JSC «Zarubezhneft» as a
high-tech energy company
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INNOVATION DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM
Today JSC Zarubezhneft, recognizing the objective need
to raise the level of activity in innovativion, is increasing
its attention on the development of a competitive
scientific and technological policy and the formation
of a strategic innovative approach to the management
of reproduction of the mineral resources base,
and the exploration, development and exploitation
of the mineral deposits.
In September 2012, at the request
of the Government Commission for Advanced
Technology and Innovation, the Innovation
Development Program of JSC Zarubezhneft
for the period 2012-2017 (with a perspective
out to 2030) was developed and approved by
the Board of Directors.
The Innovation Development Program is
based on existing innovation capacities
and the Company’s unique experience
of international activities in more than 35
countries around the world. Its aim is to
develop an optimal system of innovation
management at a Group level reflecting
the innovation trends of the economy,
public policy priorities and the requirements
of modern business. It will form the innovation
development plan of the Company for
the prospective increase in profitability
and economic efficiency of its operations,
the expansion of its geographic presence
and the increase of the Company’s
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competitiveness in the global market through
the application and enlargement of its own
innovation capacity.
The program, which is a basic tool to
strengthen the innovation and technological
development of JSC Zarubezhneft, covers
the activities of the business segments
of the Company and is a medium-term
planning program document which is
integrated into the system of corporate
management and strategic development.

The program of innovation
development is a basic
tool to strengthen
the innovation and
technological development of
JSC Zarubezhneft
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JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT TARGETS
IN THE FIELD OF INNOVATION DEVELOPMENT
The following goals were identified in the area
of innovation development of JSC Zarubezhneft:
•• increase in the profitability and economic
efficiency of the Company by means
of the development of innovation
segments;
•• reduction in production costs by means
of new technologies;
•• establishing and strengthening the status
of the Company as an innovation
technology leader in the sale of licenses
of patented technologies;

•• orientation of the business processes
of the Company taking into account
the interests of innovation development;
•• strengthening the competences and
provision of the technological leadership
of the Company in key competences:
production of hard to recover and
unconventional hydrocarbons;
•• establishing JSC Zarubezhneft as a hightech energy company.

In 2012, in order to assess the current level of the scientific and technological potential
of JSC Zarubezhneft, the company «Deloitte & Touche RCSL» carried out a technological
audit of the Group of Companies in the following segments:
Exploration and Production
JV Vietsovpetro
LLC JK Rusvietpetro
LLC Ulyanovskneftegaz
JSC Orenburgnefteotdacha

Oil Refinery and Sales
Joint Stock Company Rafineria naphta
Joint-Stock Company
Refineria Ulya Modrice
Joint-Stock Company Nestro Petrol

Services and Research and Development
JSC RMNTK Nefteotdacha
JSC VNIIneft
JSC Giprovostokneft
JSC AMNGR
LLC RSRC Ural-Volga region.

According to the results
of the technological audit based on
the analysis of innovative technologies
and the level of their development
by the Company in comparison with
competitor companies it was discovered
that the activity of JSC Zarubezhneft
is characterized by a relatively high
level of implemented and planned
use of technologies and that it meets
the current challenges of the oil industry.
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The conclusions of the technological audit
helped to form the strategic direction
of the development of the innovation
segment:
•• establish demand for technological
innovations by the Group companies;
•• research work to search for and create
technological innovations;
•• pilot works at the test sites of the Group
companies;
•• protection of new intangible assets
(patents, licenses);
•• marketing and commercialization of new
intangible assets within the Group
of Companies and in the foreign market.

The results and conclusions
of the technological audit formed the basis
to develop the priorities of technological
development of the Company and allowed
a list of key operational tasks to be generated
which are targeted by the projects and
activities of the Innovation Development
Program:
•• reduction of the current water cut and
increase in the oil recovery factor in
the Central Khoreyver Uplift fields;
•• improvement of the effectiveness
of exploration and production drilling, as
well as involvement in the development
of the remaining reserves at the base
of the southern shelf of Vietnam;

•• increase in the resource base
of the Group of Companies by creating
the technology to explore deposits at
the base of the Russian Federation and
abroad;
•• involvement in the development
of hydrocarbon reserves in low
permeability carbonate reservoirs.
Implementation of the projects
of the Innovation Development Program is
aimed at achieving the milestones of funding
Research and advanced development (R&D)
under the sectors of economic activity:

R&D COSTS AS A PERCENTAGE
OF INCOME, %
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The design, research and service
organizations of the Group of Companies
JSC Zarubezhneft are involved in
implementing the projects of the Innovation
Development Program.

JSC VNIIneft under Academician A.P. Krylov - Russian Oil and Gas Research Institute
The main activities of the Institute:
•• Geological modeling, reserves
estimation, drilling support and
the monitoring of the country’s resource
base.

•• Studies of the properties of cores and
reservoir fluids.
•• Design and analysis of oil and gas field
development.
•• Methods of enhanced oil recovery.

•• Analysis of the investment prospects
of oil and gas projects.

JSC Giprovostokneft - Institute for design and research works in the oil industry
The main activities of the Institute:
•• Advanced engineering.
•• Improvement of the techniques and
technologies for the collection of oil, gas
and gas condensate.
•• Scientific, research and pre-design
developments in the collection,
transportation and treatment of oil;
preparation of the transportation of oil,
gas and water.

•• Drafting of the integrated field
development and construction
and reconstruction projects
of the infrastructure of the oil and gas
industry.
•• Conducting research in the field
of drilling and project planning for
the construction of wells.

JSC RMNTK Nefteotdacha - Russian interdisciplinary scientific and technical complex
The main activities:
•• Creation and experimental and
industrial implementation of innovative
technologies and technical tools for
the development of oil fields and
enhanced oil recovery.
•• Participation in the development and
coordination of integrated sectoral and
inter-sectoral research programs in
the area of oil production technology and
enhanced oil recovery.
•• Organization of services in the service
segment of the Group of Companies in
the construction of wells, geological and
technological and hydrodynamic testing,
bottom hole zone treatment and isolation
operations.

•• Realization of fundamental and applied
research investigations, experimental
and industrial design and survey
activities.
•• Feasibility studies on the production
of oil, gas and bitumen, proposal
developments for the economic support
of the creation and implementation
of new techniques, technologies
of production and enhanced oil recovery
methods.
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INNOVATION DEVELOPMENT
MANAGEMENT
The Research and Development Board
of JSC Zarubezhneft has existed since 2001. It
coordinates and controls the scientific and technical
level of works aimed to increase the efficiency
of activities in oil and gas resource development,
and the performance quality of expert evaluation
of the technical and economical justifications and
determinations of the main areas of scientific and
technological priorities of the Company’s development.
In 2012 an Expert Council for
innovation projects was founded
by the Research and Development
Board for the purpose of increasing
the efficiency of the JSC Zarubezhneft
Group of Companies’ innovation projects
management, performing extended expert
evaluation of innovation projects and
assessing their efficiency, and also for
the expert evaluation of the generation
and review of the results of works and
projects in the framework of the Innovation
Development Program.
The internal regulatory documents that
formalize the processes of search, select,
evaluation, planning and realization
of the innovation projects of the Company
have been developed.
In 2012 the Center of fractured reservoirs
monitoring and development engineering
was established. Its main task is to
summarize accumulated experience
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and to develop new technologies for
the development of complex production
objects, aimed to increase the final value
of the oil recovery factor.
The General Director of JSC Zarubezhneft,
Mr. S.I. Kudryashov, is currently the Head
of the Fuel & Energy Complex working
group under the President of the Russian
Federation for the issues of Fuel & Energy
Complex and environmental safety
strategies development.
The main direction of the Commission’s
activities is to coordinate the actions
of the federal and regional authorities
of the Russian Federation for
the development and realization of the main
priorities of the State policy in the Fuel
& Energy Complex, and to prepare and
develop measures to increase industrial
and energy safety, and the rational use and
effective rehabilitation of the mineral raw
material base.

The internal regulatory
documents that formalize
the processes of search,
select, evaluation,
planning and realization of
the innovation projects of
the Company have been
developed
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COOPERATION
IN THE FIELD OF INNOVATION DEVELOPMENT
Within the framework of the Innovation Development
Program JSC Zarubezheft actively collaborates, for
mutual benefit, with higher education institutions to
form plans to realize jointly the innovation projects
of the Company and to carry out joint work in the field
of scientific and technical development forecasting,
personnel training and development.
Currently the most active collaboration
is carried out with the RSU of Oil
and Gas n.a. I.M. Gubkin, MSU n.a.
M.V. Lomonosov, and the State Technical
University of Ukhta.
JSC Zarubezhneft acknowledges
the importance of mutually beneficial
cooperation and plans to extend the list
of strategic partners in the field of joint
research and development with educational
institutions, scientific entities and small and
medium sized innovation business.
Within the framework of the Innovation
Development Program a plan for
the cooperation with institutes of private
and State partnership and other entities
in the field of innovation development
was developed in 2012 and is being
implemented:

Technological platforms
JSC Zarubezhneft is a member
of the Technological platform Hydrocarbons
production and implementation
technologies, and is a coordinator
of the technological platforms in the area
of oil exploration and oil refining within
the framework of cooperation with
the Platform and the National Oil and Gas
Institute (NOGI). The company searches
for potential partners to perform design
and exploration works for geological
and technological projects, drilling and

construction, production, production
stimulation, enhanced oil recovery
methods, and technologies for offshore
field developments.

the possibilities of engaging the resident
companies of the Skolkovo Centre to work
jointly on projects aimed to solve the key
production tasks of the Company.

In addition to this, the General Director of JSC
Zarubezhneft, Mr. S.I. Kudryashov, is Chief
Editor of the scientific journal Hydrocarbons
production and implementation technologies
that is published by the NPO National oil and
gas institute.

Development of plans for
cooperation with innovation territorial

Cooperation with the Skolkovo
institute of science and technology
(Skoltech)
Currently the Company cooperates with
Skoltech in areas such as financing
the Skoltech target capital fund;
participation in Skoltech industrial
consultation groups; participation in
the development of the educational
programs and research projects priority
list; participation in the development
of the program and mechanisms for
long-term cooperation with key companies
of the Russian economy and Skoltech,
together with universities and research
organizations in the field of science and
technology development and personnel
training.

clusters that exist and are being established
to work in innovation development areas
that are of interest to JSC Zarubezhneft.

It is notable that currently the Zarubezhneft
Group of Companies owns 47 patents
(Annex 3) related to efficiency
improvements in different areas of the Fuel
& Energy Complex entities. The Company
aims to achieve additional economic
benefits from the transfer of rights to use
its intellectual property.

Cooperation with the Fund
of the New technologies
development and commercialization
Centre (Skolkovo Fund) by considering
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ZARUBEZHNEFT

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AND OPERATIONAL SAFETY

WWW.ZARUBEZHNEFT.RU

In order to comply with the requirements of the Ecological
policy the Company developed an Ecological program
for the projects of JSC Zarubezhneft in the Russian
Federation for 2012-2014 that sets out a system of
measures for preserving, enhancing and rehabilitating
the environment, its parts and components, using
natural resources rationally, monitoring and controlling
the condition of the environment, providing ecological
training and managing and briefing local people on
environmental conditions.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AND OPERATIONAL SAFETY
JSC Zarubezhneft understands its responsibility to
protect people’s health, the environment and to use
natural resources rationally.
To achieve the objectives of JSC
Zarubezhneft in the field of industrial
safety, labor protection and environmental
protection, management is committed to
the following:
•• To ensure the preservation of life and
the health and safety of Company
employees working in the production
facilities of JSC Zarubezhneft;
•• To ensure the safety of the working and
operating environment by managing
the risks in the field of health and
industrial safety;
•• To take measures aimed to prevent
the possibility of emergency situations
by increasing the reliability and safety
of the operation of technological
equipment and, in the event
of an emergency, to minimize any
impacts on the health and safety
of people and the environment;
•• To prevent environment pollution and
minimize man-made environmental
impacts by managing ecological aspects
in the process of production activities;
•• To ensure efficient use of resources,
to reduce the negative impact on
the environment, to take all possible
measures to preserve the climate,
biodiversity and to compensate for
possible damage to the environment;
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•• To consider the interests and rights
of native, small-numbered peoples to
preserve their traditional way of life and
their traditional living environment;
•• To ensure that internal investigations are
carried out and records made for each
incident, emergency, and occupational
accident, and to analyze the causes and
conditions for them and to work out and
implement relevant preventive measures;
•• To improve constantly the knowledge
and competence of the personnel in
the areas of environmental issues, labor
protection and industrial safety;
•• To carry out activities in the field
of environment protection, labor
protection and industrial safety in order
to raise internal awareness of the need
for proactive and responsible behavior
of personnel by increasing their
motivation in these areas;
•• To require contractors that work
at the production facilities of JSC
Zarubezhneft to comply with
requirements for environmental
protection, labor protection and
industrial safety, and to monitor this;
•• To communicate with all interested
parties and to share the results
of environmental protection, labor

JSC Zarubezhneft prevent
environment pollution
and minimize man-made
environmental impacts

protection and industrial safety activities
with personnel, governmental and public
authorities in an open and clear manner.
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COMPANY’S POLICY FOR ENVIRONMENT
PROTECTION AND OPERATIONAL SAFETY
In 2011 JSC Zarubezhneft approved the Ecological policy
of the Company.
The objectives of this policy are aimed at:

•• The assurance of ecological and
industrial safety at JSC Zarubezhneft
facilities in accordance with
the requirements of Russian law,
international treaties, and national laws
of the countries where the Company
carries out its activities;
•• To minimize the impact on
the environment, to preserve the natural
environment and to use natural
resources rationally;
•• To ensure the protection of labor and
health of the personnel;
•• To communicate transparent Company
information on all issues of ecological
safety assurance to the State,
independent and public monitoring
bodies, control bodies and other
contacts.

Production volume

In order to comply with the requirements
of the Ecological policy the Company
developed an Ecological program for
the projects of JSC Zarubezhneft in
the Russian Federation for 2012-2014 that
sets out a system of measures for preserving,
enhancing and rehabilitating the environment,
its parts and components, using natural
resources rationally, monitoring and
controlling the condition of the environment,
providing ecological training and managing
and briefing local people on environmental
conditions.

The main volume of oil production of JSC
Zarubezhneft in the Russian Federation
(around 95%) is made by LLC JC
RUSVIETPETRO which has been operating in
the Central Khoreyver uplift in the Nenetsk
autonomous region since September 2010.

The Ecological program was based on
the medium-term and short-term Environment
protection measure plans of the subsidiary
oil-producing organizations situated and
operating in the Russian Federation:

••
••
••
••

LLC JC RUSVIETPETRO,
CJSC Arktikmorneftegazrazvedka,
CJSC Orenburgnefteotdacha,
LLC Ulyanovskneftegaz.

Measurement units

Report period
2011

2012

Production (processing) of raw hydrocarbons

Thousand tons

1,609.13

2,207.99

Electrical energy generation

Thousand kWh

65,650.80

79,010.80

Thermal energy generation

Gcal

122,230.00

143,270.00
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In order to decrease the negative impact
on the environment the JSC Zarubezhneft
Group of Companies annually takes
measures to manage environmental
protection activities, including:
•• All decisions relating to design and
technology, production and finance
are only taken if they comply with
environment protection laws;

•• Carrying out production ecological control,
environment and subsurface monitoring;
•• Training experts in environment
protection and ensuring industrial safety;
•• Participation in exhibitions, conferences
and discussions on environmental
protection issues;
•• Making payments for the negative impact
on the environment.

•• Development of target programs
to reduce the ecological impacts
of the production activity;
•• Introduction of new environmental
protection technologies;
•• Carrying out public consultations to
evaluate the impact on the environment
of planned actions and designed
facilities;

Costs and investments for environmental protection (thousands of rubles)

2011

2012

1,874.00

7,667.53

Within standards

323.50

328.73

Above limit

1,231.20

6,778.50

Within standards

0.10

0.03

Above limit

20.50

17.30

Within standards

72.20

137.60

Above limit

226.50

400.70

Penalties for the breach of environmental protection legislation

300.00

120.00

Payment for the negative impact on the environment, total
For atmospheric pollutant emission:

For the discharge of pollutants into water sources:

For waste disposal:

Capital investment allocated to environmental protection:

4,900.00

Current expenditure on environmental protection, total

100,412.00

88,055.07

For the protection of water bodies

25,028.90

15,371.40

For the protection of the atmospheric air

11,261.90

2,501.70

For the protection of land resources from production and consumer waste

48,813.60

55,254.57

For the rehabilitation of land

15,307.60

13,521.40

Other areas of nature protection

–

1,406.00
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
The strategic aim of the development and implementation
of the Energy saving and energy efficiency improvement
program of the JSC Zarubezhneft Group of Companies is
to decrease the production costs of the saleable product
in the Exploration and production business segments
of the Group of companies and, as a result, to increase its
competitiveness in domestic and international markets.
This Program, which represents
one of the main instruments
of the JSC Zarubezhneft technological
development, covers the business segment
activities of the Company and is a mediumterm planning program document
integrated into the system of corporate
management and strategic development
of the Company.
The Program is developed in accordance
with the Order of the President
of the Russian Federation dated July 4th,
2008 No. 889 On the several measures
to increase the energy and ecological
efficiency of the Russian economy and
Federal law dated November 23rd, 2009
No. 261-ФЗ On the energy saving and
increase in energy efficiency and on
the introduction of changes to specific
legislative acts of the Russian Federation.
The Program includes:
•• Main guidelines for the process to reduce
energy consumption in the production
divisions of the JSC Zarubezhneft Group
of Companies, and to increase rational
fuel and energy consumption as a result
of the comprehensive introduction
of energy saving technologies and
equipment;
•• Main principles for the management
of energy consumption reduction
programs in the subsidiaries
and affiliates comprising
the JSC Zarubezhneft Group
of Companies;

•• Increase in the energy efficiency
of technological and ancillary production
processes through the use of economically
viable innovative solutions and energysaving measures, and a decrease in
the energy intensity of production;
•• Planning and implementation of energysaving measures in programs for
the reconstruction and development
of oil production, transport and
treatment facilities;
•• Decrease in (maintenance of)
the specific consumption of energy
resources for the Company’s own
technological needs;
•• Monitoring of energy consumption and
development of mechanisms to stimulate
the effective use of fuel and energy
resources;
•• Use of specific measures for each
subsidiary and affiliate aimed to save
energy and increase energy efficiency.
The Program is approved by
the decision of the Board of Directors of
JSC Zarubezhneft on December 14th, 2012
after the mandatory energy inspection
by energy audit experts of CJSC “Energy
Service Company” taking into consideration
the characteristics of the organizational
structure and specific activities of
JSC Zarubezhneft.
Implementing an active energy-saving
policy is one of the strategic development
priorities of the JSC Zarubezhneft Group
of Companies, and after the approval

of the Energy saving and energy efficiency
increase program it was developed
systematically.
In respect of technical measures for energy
saving, LLC JC RUSVIETPETRO rebuilt
energy complex No. 1 on the CPF and
commissioned a gas piston power unit,
which led to an increase in the utilization
of associated gas and a decrease in
the production costs of the generated
electric energy.
The construction and commissioning
of the Energy center No.2 on the basis
of gas piston units is currently being carried
out, and this will increase the maximum
consumption of the associated oil gas,
increase oil production, treatment and
transport capacities, increase the reliability
of power supply to the fields and decrease
the value of the energy resources being
consumed.
In all entities of the JSC Zarubezhneft
Group of Companies measures to increase
energy efficiency have been developed on
the basis of the results of the energy audit
and the Energy saving and energy efficiency
increase program. Working groups have
been established and responsible persons
have been assigned to head them by orders
and instructions given to the subsidiaries
and affiliates. The monitoring
of the performance of the developed annual
programs and any modifications to them
are provided quarterly.
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MAIN AREAS AND TARGETS FOR ENERGY CONSUMPTION
AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY FOR THE JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT
GROUP OF COMPANIES IN 2013
Decrease in energy
consumed by pumps due to
the installation of energysaving equipment, including
variable frequency drives

Implementation of energy
efficient electric submersible
pump ESP units

Optimization of submersible
equipment and booster pump
station pump work modes

Introduction of PMSM motors

Replacement of diesel fuel
with associated oil gas
during energy generation on
the fields

Due to the implementation of the Energy efficiency program in the Exploration and Production
business segment, the electric energy saving in 2013 will be 2.62 m kWh, and 24.6 thousand tons
for diesel fuel.

Main objectives of the Exploration and Production segment of the Group of Companies for 2013
Subsidiaries and affiliates

Electric Energy

Diesel fuel

LLC JC RUSVIETPETRO

2,500 mWh

24,550 t

CJSC Orenburgnefteotdacha

95 mWh

90 t

LLC Ulyanovskneftegaz

25 mWh

-

Total

2,620 mWh

24,640 t
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ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION INDICATORS.
ATMOSPHERIC AIR PROTECTION
In connection with the growth of oil production and the increase in electric energy generation by the JSC Zarubezhneft
Group of Companies in 2012 the gross emissions volume
of the producing entities has grown.
Gross emissions, t

2011

2012

LLC JC RUSVIETPETRO

3184.93

4,229.71

OJSC AMNGR

789.09

864.04

OPD on Kolguyev island

756,156

827.40

For Murmansk and the Murmansk region

32,932

36.64

CJSC Orenburgnefteotdacha

-

68.41

LLC Ulyanovskneftegaz

13.66

13.93
BREAKDOWN OF GROSS EMISSIONS BY
TYPE IN 2012

In order to reduce the emission rate in 2012
the subsidiaries continued to implement
Programs for the utilization of associated
oil gas (AOG). During the reported period
the share of the utilized associated oil gas
used for the Company’s own needs increased.
The conversion of the Energy Complex
No.1 from diesel fuel to a two-fuel work
mode (using AOG) has been completed at

the facilities of LLC JC RUSVIETPETRO and
six gas piston units have been commissioned.
Flare lines at the Pashkinsk, Chernovsk and
Kirsanovsk oil loading stations have been
equipped with AOG metering devices. A new,
upgraded flare unit (UFMC-200) has been
installed at the OPD on the Kolguyev island.

1%

3%

39%

46%

11%

Carbone dioxide CO2 (1,985.15 t)
Nitrogen oxidis (expressed as NO2) (577.99 t)
Hydrocarbones (excluding volatile
organic compounds) (2,365.81 t)
Volatile organic compounds (170.16 t)
Sulphur dioxide (62.16 t)
Solid emissions (14.66 t)
Benzapyrene (0.0003 t)
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Production and use of AOG,
million cubic meters

AOG production
for 2012

Use of AOG
for own needs

% of use

LLC JC RUSVIETPETRO

68.82

14.47

21.02

OJSC AMNGR

36.56

0.77

2.10

CJSC Orenburgnefteotdacha

1.21

–

–

LLC Ulyanovskneftegaz

0.26

–

–

Total:

106.85

The introduction of the following associated
oil gas utilization measures is planned in
2013:
•• The completion of the construction and
commissioning of the Energy Centre
No.2 in RVP using gas piston units,
the introduction of which will enable
the maximum use of associated oil gas at
the RVP fields.
•• The design and further installation
of three microturbine units are planned at
CJSC Orenburgnefteotdacha.
•• In 2013 the design for the reconstruction
of an existing electric station to replace
diesel power units with associated
oil gas units is planned for OJSC
Arktikmorneftegazrazvedka.
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All subsidiaries have been developing
and have complied with the projects
for maximum permissible emissions
(MPE) into the atmosphere, and regular
production ecological control and
monitoring have been carried out.
There were no emergency accidents or
spills in 2012. To prevent the emergency
releases of hazardous matters into
the atmosphere the subsidiaries made
regular inspections of and adjustments to
shut-off valves, adjustments to fuel valves,
and increased the reliability and integrity
of equipment and pipelines.

To prevent the emergency
releases of hazardous
matters into the atmosphere
the subsidiaries made
regular inspections of and
adjustments to shut-off
valves, adjustments to
fuel valves, and increased
the reliability and integrity of
equipment and pipelines
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WATER CONSUMPTION AND
RATIONAL UTILIZATION OF WATER RESOURCES
In comparison to the previous year, in 2012
the consumption of water resources by JSC Zarubezhneft
Group of Companies increased. This was due to
the increase in oil production and growth of operating
well stock at the facilities of LLC JC RUSVIETPETRO, and
due to the construction of a well on the Slavkinskoye
field by LLC Ulyanovskneftegaz
Water draw-off and production,
thousands of cubic meters

2011

From
surface
sources

From
subsurface
sources

From other
sources
(reservoir)

LLC JC RUSVIETPETRO

488.32

135.11

65.90

287.32

OJSC AMNGR

47.53

47.53

_

_

OPD on Kolguyev island

19.04

19.04

_

_

For Murmansk and the Murmansk region

28.49

28.49

_

_

1.76

0.38

_

CJSC Orenburgnefteotdacha

_

LLC Ulyanovskneftegaz

2.14

Total:

537.99

Water draw-off and production,
thousands of cubic meters

2012

From
surface
sources

From
subsurface
sources

From other
sources
(reservoir)

LLC JC RUSVIETPETRO

1,267.21

135.21

204.4

927.6

OJSC AMNGR

46.67

46.67

_

_

OPD on Kolguyev island

20.71

20.71

_

_

For Murmansk and the Murmansk region

25.96

25.96

_

_

2.05

0.52

_

CJSC Orenburgnefteotdacha

0.36

LLC Ulyanovskneftegaz

2.57

Total:

1,316.45
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In 2012 the subsidiaries arranged an optimal
method of water draw-off and use. Water
consumption and discharge were recorded
in accordance with the established limits,
production ecological controls were carried
out, and limits for the permitted discharge
into water bodies were complied with.
The use of water sources was in accordance
with the conditions of the obtained licenses
and contracts for use.

In order to clean waste waters to comply
with the requirements for the discharge
of treated waste waters into major fishing
water sources, waste water cleaning plants
with a capacity of 50 m3/day and 10 m3/
day respectively have been commissioned
on the fields of LLC JC RUSVIETPETRO.

In 2012 the car wash of the transport
facility of OJSC Arktikmorneftegazrazvedka
was equipped with a circulation water
supply system. Water consumption in
the circulation water supply system is
measured by the nominal method and
amounts to 74 m3 per year.
No emergency spills were registered in
2012.

Water consumption, thousands of cubic meters

2011

2012

LLC JC RUSVIETPETRO

488.32

1,267.21

Drinking and household

24.67

40.621

Production

176.34

298.98

Other (reservoir)

287.31

927.60

OJSC AMNGR

47.53

46.67

For Murmansk and theMurmansk region

19.04

20.71

OPD on Kolguyev island

28.49

25.96

CJSC Orenburgnefteotdacha

–

0.36

LLC Ulyanovskneftegaz

2.14

2.57

Total:

537.99

1,316.81

2011

2012

Water discharge, thousands of cubic meters

8.35

8.50

At biological cleaning facilities

6.56

6.30

At physical and chemical cleaning facilities

1.79

2.20

Water discharge into the ground, total

2.36

0.00

At physical and chemical cleaning facilities

2.36

0.00

Water discharge into subsurface horizons, total

287.31

927.60

Including for the purpose of maintaining reservoir

287.31

927.60

Water discharge into surface water bodies, total
Including:
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LAND RESOURCES
In the field of land protection the entities
of the JSC Zarubezhneft Group of Companies ensure
land is used in accordance with their target purpose,
and environmental technologies for production are
implemented in order to prevent the deterioration
of ecological conditions.
In order to ensure the rational use of land
resources and land economy the pad
method of well construction is widely
implemented. The location of two or more
wells on one pad significantly reduces
the land area required for drilling units and
their communications and length of oil
pipelines and water pipelines.

Area of disturbed and rehabilitated lands, ha

In 2012 work was carried out on
the technical and biological rehabilitation
of disturbed lands by implementing a group
of agricultural measures at the facilities
of JSC Zarubezhneft, banking well sites and
other facilities. In order to store production
waste, land areas for dumps and landfills
were used rationally, and production
controls of sources of impact on the land
and soil were carried out.

In 2012 work was carried
out on the technical and
biological rehabilitation
of disturbed lands by
implementing a group of
agricultural measures
at the facilities of
JSC Zarubezhneft

2011

2012

At the beginning of the year

1,069.34

1,685.26

At the end of the year

1,714.80

1,988.57

Area of rehabilitated lands for the year, total

33.20

11.68

Including contaminated

30.68

6.24

Area of disturbed lands:
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WASTE UTILIZATION
The increase in waste production in 2012 is due to
the construction of new wells and production facilities on
the fields of LLC JC RUSVIETPETRO, tank cleaning work
at the OPD on the Kolguyev island, and the presence
of many vessels at berth in the cargo port point Lavna
in the Murmansk region. The level of production and
consumer waste at the facilities of the JSC Zarubezhneft
Group of Companies did not exceed the permitted limits.
Waste handling was performed according
to the obtained permissions and licenses
in accordance with the Wastes Generation
and Disposal Limits Book (WGDLB), waste
generation and disposal limits approval
documents, interim waste accumulation,
record and disposal of production and
consumer waste instructions.

Contracts with subcontractor organizations,
licensed for the transport, recycling, storage
and disposal of waste, were signed and
extended in 2012.
During the reported period LLC JC
RUSVIETPETRO commissioned a universal
landfill for waste neutralization and
allocation at the North-Khosedayuskoye
field. Contractors neutralized oil sludge at
the drilling sites of LLC JC RUSVIETPETRO
using the complex unit for oil sludge
processing (CUOSP) and 5000 m3 of
the solid element of the oil sludge was
liquefied and used subsequently as an
inactive filler for the technical rehabilitation
of temporary oil sludge retainers.

During the reported period
LLC JC RUSVIETPETRO
commissioned a universal
landfill for waste
neutralization and allocation
at the North-Khosedayuskoye
field

Waste production, t

2011

2012

LLC JC RUSVIETPETRO

7,459.20

25,705.44

OJSC AMNGR

280.31

418.96

For Murmansk and theMurmansk region

252.37

305.79

OPD on Kolguyev island

27.94

113.17

CJSC Orenburgnefteotdacha

–

26.78

LLC Ulyanovskneftegaz

19.31

14.45

Total, including:

7 758.82

26 165.63

Oil sludge

25.14

85.63

Ash and slag waste

1.20

0.9
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The implementation of equipment and
technology for waste neutralization and
offshore waste handling are performed
in accordance with MARPOL 73/78.
Neutralization of waste on the vessels
of OJSC Arktikmorneftegazrazvedka was
performed using the waste and oil product
incineration units (incinerators).
In order to dispose of production and
consumer waste and decrease the negative
impact on the environment on the Kolguyev
island, the following projects have been
carried out:
•• Using utilized oils in the boiler-room
as a fuel additive, and using old tires
as fenders for pontoons and for
the development of the site area;

•• thermal neutralization of used oils, oil
sludge, oily rags, used filters, solid
household waste and other combustible
waste using the Forsage-1 unit.
In 2012 OJSC Arktikmorneftegazrazvedka
signed a contract for a SUPO-1 unit with
an option to process three types of waste
at the same time, which will allow drilling
waste to be excluded from the waste
category.

Neutralization of waste
on the vessels of
OJSC Arktikmorneftegazrazvedka
was performed using the waste
and oil product incineration units

Waste handling, t

Waste salvaged, total

2011

2012

7,933.22

10,502.23

Oil sludge

–

–

Ash and slag waste

–

–

Wastes neutralized at the plant, total

87.32

210.85

Including oil sludge

2.12

77.94

Wastes transferred to third parties, total

346.57

391.44

Oil sludge

29.37

15.87

Ash and slag waste

1.20

0.90

including:

Including:
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SPECIALLY PROTECTED
LAND AREAS
A significant part of the fields developed by
the JSC Zarubezhneft Group of Companies is situated on
areas of sensitive and exposed natural complexes and
also within specially protected natural areas (SPNA).
The licensed area of the oil and gas
condensate field on the Kolguyev
island developed by OJSC
Arktikmorneftegazrazvedka (area of 4500
ha) is fully located within the area
of traditional use of natural resources by
native small-numbered peoples of the North
that has the status of a specially protected
natural area.
The Starokulatinskiy natural sanctuary
under State control with a total area
of 20166 ha is located within the Sulakskiy
license area developed by LLC
Ulyanovskneftegaz.

To decrease the impact on the specially
protected natural areas during
the development of fields by subsidiaries
the following commitments have been
made:
•• implementation of new nature protection
technologies for the processing
of drilling wastes;
•• strict adherence to construction
regulations when carrying out works;
•• carrying out construction site cleaning
and planning before the mass arrival and
nesting of birds;

•• carrying out construction work after
the animal and bird breeding and
migration season;
•• rehabilitation of worked land
post-construction;
•• regular monitoring of the environment,
subsurface conditions, water and air
basins.

ACCIDENTS RESPONSE
In 2012 the Company carried out measures to prevent
the possible negative effect on the environment resulting
from emergency oil and oil product spills.
During the reported period emergency
oil and oil products spill liquidation
plans were implemented, contracts with
professional emergency rescue groups for
the subscriber maintenance were signed
to ensure the readiness for emergency oil
spills, blow-out prevention equipment was
installed, and the training and certification
of personnel were carried out.
In 2012 OJSC Arktikmorneftegazrazvedka
established an off-duty emergency
and rescue group. Ten workers from
the oil production site completed
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the Characteristics of performing rescue
works for the localization and liquidation
of oil and oil product spills training course.
There were no spills of oil or oil products
in relation to the Group of Companies’
activities in 2012

Contacts with professional
emergency rescue groups for
the subscriber maintenance
were signed to ensure
the readiness for emergency
oil spills
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OPERATIONAL
SAFETY AND LABOR PROTECTION
The main objectives of the JSC Zarubezhneft
Group of Companies in the field of industrial safety
are the following:
•• to achieve the maximum level of industrial
safety, labor protection and environmental
protection;
•• to ensure a level of industrial safety at its
hazardous production facilities, at which
the risk of accidents is minimal;
•• preservation of life and health
of employees at the production facilities.
All explosion and fire hazardous production
facilities are operated in accordance with
the licenses issued by the Federal Service
for environmental, technological and nuclear
supervision.
In 2012 the Company’s activity in the field
of industrial safety was aimed to ensure
the safe functioning of hazardous production
facilities, to prevent incidents at such
facilities and to ensure the readiness for
the localization of incidents, accidents
and their consequences, and included
the following measures:
1. Control of compliance with industrial safety
requirements is carried out in accordance
with the requirements of the Article 11
of the Federal Law On the industrial safety
of hazardous production facilities dated July
21st, 1997 № 116-ФЗ and in accordance with
the Rules for organization and performance
of production control over compliance
with the requirements of industrial safety
at the hazardous production facility dated
March 10th, 1999 №263 and Provisions
for the production control over compliance
with the requirements of industrial safety
at the hazardous production facilities
of the subsidiaries of the Company.
Every entity of the JSC Zarubezhneft Group
of Companies has nominated employees
responsible for managing and carrying
out controls to monitor compliance with
the requirements of industrial safety.

2. Scheduled (according to approved
schedules) and non-scheduled (if necessary)
inspections of the labor conditions and
industrial safety at the facilities have been
conducted regularly.
3. All hazardous production facilities
were insured in 2012 in accordance
with the requirements of the Article 15
of the Federal law On the industrial safety
of production facilities and also the Federal
law On the mandatory insurance of civil
responsibility of the owner of the hazardous
facility for causing damage in a result
of an incident on the hazardous facility dated
July 27th, 2010 №225-ФЗ.
4. Training and certification of managers,
experts and employees working at hazardous
production facilities have been carried
out in accordance with the Regulation
on the order of training and certification
of the employees of the organizations
handling hazardous production facilities
controlled by Rostechnadzor approved by
the order of Rostechnadzor №7 dated January
29th, 2007.
5. Industrial safety inspections of technical
devices, equipment, building and structures,
and also the design documentation and
declaration of hazardous production facilities
of the Company, and their registration and
record in the Russian authorities of State
control and supervision.
6. Scheduled technical maintenance and
repairs, tests and certifications of technical
devices, operated at the hazardous
production facilities during the year.
The control of technical devices is carried
out by laboratories certified in accordance
with the Rules of certification and the main
requirements for laboratories of nondestructive examination.

7. In accordance with the requirements
of Article 10 of the Federal law On
the industrial safety of hazardous
production facilities for the purpose
of providing readiness for the localization
and management of the consequences
of incidents, the following preparations
works have been made in the subsidiaries
of the Company in 2012:
•• Contracts with professional emergency
rescue services for the maintenance
of hazardous oil production facilities to
prevent blow-outs have been signed;
•• Contracts with professional emergency
rescue entities for the maintenance
of hazardous oil production facilities to
prevent and manage emergencies related
to the spill of oil and oil products have
been signed;
•• Plans for managing emergencies have
been developed, agreed and approved,
including plans for the mitigation
of emergency oil spills. Emergency
action training of personnel in the event
of an emergency or incident at
the hazardous production facility has been
carried out.
•• Financial contingency reserves and
material resources have been established
to localize and mitigate the consequences
of incidents in accordance with the law
of the Russian Federation;
There were no emergencies, accidents
or spills at the hazardous production
facilities of the subsidiaries and affiliates
of the Company in 2012.
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ZARUBEZHNEFT

HUMAN RESOURCES

Given the current significant changes in the social makeup and systems, the potential of the Company is reliant
upon a combination of material, technical, scientific,
human and information resources that provides scientific
and technical progress and innovation development and,
as a result, the achievement of the Company’s target
strategic aims.

The Company also
implements a wide range
of measures:
•• Providing a working environment to
promote the wellbeing of Company
employees, and maintaining a corporate
sports and health center;
•• Health care, including voluntarily medical
insurance for personnel and members of
their families and retirees;
•• Material support of veterans and retirees;
•• Welfare assistance for personnel;
•• Lump sum bonuses through awards from
governmental and industrial decorations
and in relation to the celebration of the Oil
and Gas Industry Worker’s Day.
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PERSONNEL
Given the current significant changes in the social makeup and systems, the potential of the Company is reliant
upon a combination of material, technical, scientific,
human and information resources that provides scientific
and technical progress and innovation development and,
as a result, the achievement of the Company’s target
strategic aims.
In order to achieve its main operational
targets JSC Zarubezhneft is dependent upon
developing competitive, highly professional
and tightly-knit personnel, the ambitions
and energy of whom will guarantee efficient
operations of the Company.
Taking into consideration that one
of the main elements of sustainable
development and the efficient operations
of any entity is its personnel, as well as its
human resources policy, the implementation
of a balanced human resources policy
aimed at attracting and developing creative
and prospective young specialists in
the Company is the current priority focus
area of JSC Zarubezhneft.

Personnel planning and regular
improvements to the organizational structure
allow the entities of the JSC Zarubezhneft
Group of Companies to achieve their planned
objectives and control the implementation
of plans for the strategic development
of the Company.
In 2012 the total headcount of the JSC
Zarubezhneft was 316 persons, among them
185 men and 131 women (while the total
headcount for the Zarubezhneft Group
of Companies was 13 841 persons, including
20% (2 721 persons) working under
the collective agreement).

AVERAGE HEAD-COUNT OF ZARUBEZHNEFT GROUP OF COMPANIES
PER SEGMENT, PERSONS

9,018

2,867

1,393

2012

8,352

3,004

1,435

2011
2010
Upstream
Downstream
Services
Science
Managing companies
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1,459
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Considering that oil production sphere
involves lots of working outdoors at
the drilling installations, especially in JV
Vietsovpetro in Vietnam, men represent
80% of the total headcount of Group
of Companies.
The average age of the personnel
of the Group of Companies decreased
in 2012 and was 41.3 years due to
the implementation of the succession
program, the development of an HR pool,
and the recruitment of young specialists.
Over time, the age structure in the Group
of Companies has developed in such
a way that the majority of personnel are
in the under 50 age bracket. This ratio
allows an optimal range of experience and
opportunity for professional development.

Realizing that the production processes
of the Company have potential
negative social and ecological effects,
JSC Zarubezhneft, in the framework
of the International Labor organization
Convention 138 On the minimal age
of employment dated 1973 and Russian labor
laws, takes a firm stand against employing
personnel below 18 years to work at its
production facilities.

The rate of staff turnover in 2012 increased
by 2%. The main reason for this increase
was the considerable number of employees
retiring in the reporting period.

Structure of remuneration
The main remuneration of the personnel
is formed by the salary and the social
package. The salary includes a fixed part and
a variable (bonus) part.
In order to strengthen social protection
and to secure a regular supply of qualified
personnel, employees receive benefits for
their industrial work record and academic
degrees.
The Company constantly examines the main
needs and problems of its staff and tries
to provide them with comfortable and safe
working conditions and decent salary.
The total employee compensation for 2012
amounted to 914 233 thousand rubles.

JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT GROUP
OF COMPANIES PERSONNEL AGE
DIAGRAMM AS ON 31.12.2012

STAFF TURNOVER TRENDS
IN 2010–2012, %

21 %

6%

9%
2012

27 %

7%
2011

2010

20 %

26 %

11%
Below 30
From 31 to 39
From 40 to 49
From 50 to 59
From 60 an older
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SOCIAL PROGRAMS
An efficient system of social protection facilitates
the recruitment of new, highly-qualified experts into
the Company, lowers the staff turnover rates, strengthens
employee motivation and is a basis for successful
production activity.
As such, in addition to material and moral
motivation, the Company also implements
a wide range of measures that make up
the social package. They include:
•• Providing a working environment to
promote the wellbeing of Company
employees, and maintaining a corporate
sports and health center;
•• Health care, including voluntarily medical
insurance for personnel and members
of their families and retirees;
•• Material support of veterans and retirees;
•• Welfare assistance for personnel;
•• Lump sum bonuses through awards from
governmental and industrial decorations
and in relation to the celebration of the Oil
and Gas Industry Worker’s Day.
The regulation concerning the Committee
is in force in the Company, controlling
social and labor relations. The Company’s
workers are able to have through their
representatives influence on decisions made
by management in sphere of social and
labor relations as well as socio-economic
relations. The Committee is formed
on an equal basis from the employer’s
representatives and workers vested with
the necessary authority.

Training costs

JSC Zarubezhneft understands
the importance of keeping and propagating
the unique knowledge and vast
experience of the highly qualified experts
of the Group, and within the framework
of the implementation of its HR policy
it develops succession programs, and
transfers accumulated experience and
knowledge of the Veterans of the Company
to its young experts.
Alongside this, in order to reduce
the age of personnel and the subsequent
retirement of highly qualified experts
from the JSC Zarubezhneft Group
of Companies, programs to develop
a personnel pool to replace the vacant jobs
of experts and managers are carried out.
The implementation of these programs has
led to an annual decrease in the average age
of the personnel. In 2012 it was 41.3 years.
One of the indicators of the level of human
potential development is the education
of the personnel, and in this respect
JSC Zarubezhneft has a high figure – over
60% of its experts have higher education.

2010

The JSC Zarubezhneft Group of Companies
includes scientific and research entities
such as OJSC ‘VNIIneft and OJSC
Giprovostokneft, that run centers for
scientific, research, design and survey
works in the area of oil field development
technologies, oil properties study, field
processing study, design, construction of oil
fields and many others. According to 2012
data the permanent personnel at these
entities held 13 PhDs and 53 Associates
of Sciences.
Against a backdrop of rapid development
of scientific and technical progress
the important success factor for the entity
is the high qualification of its personnel.
The Group of companies works to
improve training, additional training
and advanced training systems aimed
at the comprehensive and consistent
development of the personnel, and
the growth of its professional level.
The information on personnel training
carried out at the Group of Companies is
shown in the table below:

2011

2012

Persons

Thousands
of rubles

Persons

Thousands
of rubles

Labor protection and safe working
methods training

1,011

1,839.25

5,775

3,601.85

598

2,276.4

Advanced training, participation in
seminars, trainings, conferences for
the development of professional skills

3,454

54,525.572

5,713

96,241.76

8,005

84,675.2

Mandatory professional education /
training

2,543

18,180

771

27,021.85

1,264

36,422.12

Second higher education / MBA /
Postgraduate education

66

7,808.3

55

6,173.7

35

1,610.2
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The average training time per year in
JSC Zarubezhneft reached 15 168 hours.
In particular, this includes 4 550 hours
of management training, and 10 618
hours of training for personnel not in
management roles.
Russian Federation and Socialist Republic
of Vietnam awards, as well as labor
decorations and corporate awards of JSC
Zarubezhneft form part of the Company’s
motivation system to increase labor
efficiency.

to achieve high production, financial and
economical results and in order improve
the corporate culture, the following awards
and titles have been established: Honorary
worker of JSC Zarubezhneft, Certificate
of Honor of JSC Zarubezhneft, Letter
of Acknowledgement of JSC Zarubezhneft.
Data on the number of awards made to
the employees of the Group between 20102012 is shown in the table below:

AVERAGE AGE OF PERSONNEL, YEARS

43

42.5

42.2

42

41.3

41

2010

2011

2012

In order to encourage employees and
working groups to contribute significantly
to the development of the Company and
IN 2012 406 WORKERS OF THE GROUP
WERE REWARDED:

8

30
87

285

Corporate Revards
Russian Departmental Rewards
SRV State Rewards
Russian State Reward
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WORKING WITH
RECENT GRADUATES
Working with young experts holds a special place in
the Company’s HR policy. Young experts are looked
after with constant care and attention. The Group
of Companies has developed a set of measures in
relation to work carried out with young people that
assumes the comprehensive development of young
experts, both at a personal and professional level:
•• The practice of enlisting young experts
in the HR reserve pool to ensure
they take up vacant expert roles and
the management of young experts
according to their development
of professional qualities;
•• Participation of young specialists in
science and practical conferences,
forums and science competitions;
•• Additional and advanced training
of young experts in the leading Russian
Higher Education Facilities and in foreign
educational facilities.
Systematic work with young experts increases
the motivation and production efficiency
of young workers, provides them with career
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development prospects and significantly
decreases the risk of them leaving
the Company.
The Company also implements an education
program for the children of employees of joint
ventures and subsidiaries in higher education
facilities of the Russian Federation.
In 2012, within the framework of the program
to support talented youth from subsidiaries
in Bosnia and Herzegovina, nine applicants
were sent to study in the Russian State Oil
and Gas University n.a. I.M. Gubkin. Also,
within the framework of an agent agreement
with JV Vietsovpetro, an education program
for the children of Russian specialists in

the Higher Education Facilities of the Russian
Federation is being implemented, and in
the reporting period 31 child were sent to
study.
Due to the HR policy implementation work
we manage to maintain and strengthen
the HR potential of the JSC Zarubezhneft
Group of Companies, enhance its quantity
and quality, significantly increase the experts’
competence level, and thus increase
the labor efficiency and personal input into
the development of the Company.
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Average monthly costs for VHI per employee
2011

2012

Upstream
JV Vietsovpetro

0.75

10.72

CJSC Orenburgnefteotdacha

Average headcount
2011

2012

8,392

9,018

6,748

7,042

63

66

LLC Ulyanovskneftegaz

0.92

1.13

68

68

JC RUSVIETPETRO

1.91

2.06

467

648

AMNGR

1,046

1,194

Downstream

3,004

2,867

BROD Refinery

1,590

1,503

MOP Modrica

562

586

OPTIMA GRUPA

89

89

NESTRO PETROL

763

689

Services

246

247

98

90

Explon

124

120

RMTK NEFTEOTDACHA

24

37

Science

1,435

1,393

Zarubezhneftestroymontazh

23.90

2.70

VNIIneft

0.07

0.10

229

225

Giprovostokneft

0.58

0.39

1,206

1,168

297

316

297

316

Managing companies
Zarubezhneft

6.66

8.27
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ZARUBEZHNEFT

COOPERATION
WITH STAKEHOLDERS

Strategic priorities of the Company are important and
relevant for all regions of activity. In order to implement
a large number of environmental, social and cultural
projects aimed not just at economic benefit, but also at
the quality of life and the social well-being of the people,
the Company actively interacts with the State and
municipal authorities.

Information obtained from the key parties listed above demonstrates that they
have a strong interest in the activities of the Company and therefore may have
an impact on the Company’s ability to achieve its strategic aims.

Stakeholders
•• Shareholders
•• Governmental authorities at federal and
local levels
•• Business partners (counter agents /
vendors / buyers)
•• Non-profit organizations
•• Mass media
•• Local communities
•• Personnel
•• Investors
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COOPERATION
WITH STAKEHOLDERS
One of the key principles of the implementation
of the sustainable development policy is an active and
efficient interaction with stakeholders and interested
parties.
Such interaction not only facilitates
the current operational management
of the Company, but also allows a quick
response to be made to external changes
affecting the Company’s activities.
Strategic priorities of the Company are
important and relevant for all regions
of activity. In order to implement a large
number of environmental, social and
cultural projects aimed not just at economic
benefit, but also at the quality of life
and the social well-being of the people,
the Company actively interacts with
the State and municipal authorities. During

the discussions of the working group
during the preparation of non-financial
statements the following key interested
parties were analyzed and noted:
•• Shareholders
•• Governmental authorities at federal and
local levels
•• Business partners (counter agents /
vendors / buyers)
•• Non-profit organizations
•• Mass media
•• Local communities
•• Personnel
•• Investors

Information obtained from the key parties
listed above demonstrates that they
have a strong interest in the activities
of the Company and therefore may have
an impact on the Company’s ability to
achieve its strategic aims.
During the cooperation with each group
of interested parties the mechanisms and
format of interaction were defined.
The publication of regular transparent
statements on the activities of the Company
is also an important aspect of cooperation
with interested parties.

Interaction subject
Increase in value, investment
attractiveness

Corporate management

Stable development
of industry and regions
of operation

Contractual obligations

State authorities at federal
and local levels

State authorities at federal
and local levels

State authorities at federal
and local levels

State authorities at federal
and local levels

Business partners (counter
agents /vendors / buyers)

Business partners (counter
agents /vendors / buyers)

Business partners (counter
agents /vendors / buyers)

Business partners
(counter agents /vendors
/ buyers)

Shareholders

Shareholders

Shareholders

Investors

Investors

Investors

Personnel /Employees /
workers

Local communities

Non-profit organizations

Personnel /Employees /
workers

Mass media

Investors

Local communities
Personnel /Employees /
workers
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Key methods of interaction with interested
parties:
•• Participation of Company management
(General Director Kudryashov S.I.) in
the development of industrial laws and in
the establishment of a positive investment
climate in the Russian Federation within
the framework of the Commission for
the strategic issues of the Fuel and
Energy Complex and the development
of ecological safety.
•• Interaction within the framework of signed
treaties, contracts and agreements.
•• System of corporate communication
channels.

JSC Zarubezhneft cooperates with
the interested parties in different ways,
including cooperation by providing
information, arranging meetings and
consultations and also engaging interested
parties in the activities of the Company.
At every level of interaction special
attention is paid to the needs and
expectations of the interested parties. At
the level of engaging interested parties in
the activities of the Company our aim is
to work out efficient interaction methods
that are capable of maintaining a balance
between the expectations of interested
parties and the priorities of the Company.

•• Working with opinion poll business
partners regarding satisfaction with
products and services.
•• Local population opinion polls in
the regions of operation.
•• Holding round tables, negotiations,
meeting, public hearings, and
conferences.

Interaction subject
Information transparency

Protection
of the environment

State authorities at federal
and local levels

State authorities at federal
and local levels

Business partners (counter
agents /vendors / buyers)

Investors

Labor protection and
industrial safety
Investors

Charity

State authorities at federal
and local levels

Non-profit organizations
Non-profit organizations
Mass media
Mass media

Non-profit organizations
Local communities

Investors

Local communities

Mass media
Non-profit organizations
Local communities

Personnel /Employees /
workers

Mass media
Local communities
Personnel /Employees /
workers
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JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT COOPERATION
WITH THE MASS MEDIA IN 2012
The mass media plays an important role in establishing
and maintaining a positive image of the Company and
strengthening its business reputation in the interested
communities. Having an information strategy in place
to enable the interaction of the Company with the mass
media enables the public to be informed timely and
accurately about the achievements of the Company.
JSC Zarubezhneft, being a 100% Stateowned company with unique production
experience and a highly-regarded reputation,
works mainly on international projects that
are not only of economic but also political
importance. This is why the Company’s
methods of engaging with representatives
of the mass media may be described as
positive and carefully considered.
JSC Zarubezhneft has established its
own pool of journalists, which includes
representatives of information agencies,
papers, radio and television.
2012 was an anniversary year for
the Company. In connection with this a PR
campaign was carried out that was aimed
at highlighting this event in the Russian
and foreign press and raising public
awareness on the history and achievements
of the Company. During the year active
interaction with Russian mass media was
carried out, including holding a press
conference with management on the issues
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of JSC Zarubezhneft activities and arranging
press tours of the Company’s production
facilities.
The September issue of the Oil Industry
journal (Zarubezhneft is one of the founders)
was dedicated to the 45th anniversary
of the Company. It included congratulatory
comments from the heads of major oil
and gas companies and high government
officials of Russia, Vietnam and the Republic
of Srpska (BiH), and articles by experts and
veterans of JSC Zarubezhneft. Dedicated
articles were published in Financial Control,
Pomorsk capital (regional publication
of the Nenetsk autonomous region), Oil and
gas Vertical, and Trends. Events. Markets
journals. The Oil & Gas Journal published
an article both in Russian and in English.
During the year the All-Russian State
Television and Radio Broadcasting Company
made a documentary on the activity
of the Company Oil without borders. It was

In 2012 created documentary
about the Company's "Oil
without borders"

subsequently broadcasted on the Russia 24
channel (at the same time as the Company’s
anniversary celebrations).
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SOCIAL ACTIVITY IN
THE REGIONS OF OPERATION
To a large extent the success of the Company and its
status in society is defined not only by production and
financial indicators, but also by its degree of social
responsibility. The support of social and charity
programs and providing help in the regions of operation
are one of the most important parts of the corporate
strategy of the JSC Zarubezhneft Group of Companies,
and contributes to a constructive dialog between
the State and the community.

The Social policy of the JSC Zarubezhneft Group of Companies
is implemented in the following areas:
Areas of charity activities
Social events

Development of sport and support
of healthy lifestle

Preservation of cultural and historical
heritage

•• JSC Zarubezhneft has provided not just
material support but also property to
the LLC Unity of multi-child families
of Russia for large families and
economically disadvantaged families in
the Republic of North Osetia – Alania;
•• For several years JSC VNIIneft has
provided charity support through
the Tula regional community charity fund
of orthodox philanthropists Faith, Hope
and Love at the Social rehabilitation
center for minors of the Bogoroditsk area
of the Tula region (Bogoroditsk city). In
2012 support was provided to repair
the premises of the Tula specialized
orphanage No.3. A letter of appreciation
was received by the Company;
•• The subsidiary of OJSC VNIIneft – LLC
Regional scientific and technological
center of the Ural and Povolzhye region
in Bugulma city (Republic of Tatarstan)
provides material support to children

from financially-disadvantaged families
and large families by providing suitable
work for them during summer holidays;
•• OJSC Giprovostokneft has, for many
years, provided ongoing help to
the specialized Solnyshko orphanage
in the city of Samara, where orphans,
disabled children, children of HIVpositive mothers and children left
without parental care are brought up.
•• In Vietnam, in the Baria and Vungtau
provinces, through voluntary donations
made by experts from the Russian part
of JV «Vietsovpetro, material support
for the purchase of 1000 bicycles for
children from low-income families has
been provided.

Social events
One of the most important aspects
of Zarubezhneft’s charity activities is
the holding of social events in the regions
of operation and maintaining close
cooperation between the Company and
the local authorities in relation to these
events.
The Company provides support to
strengthen family values, increase
the social significance of maternity
and paternity, decrease the number
of orphans, and help orphans and young
children:
•• JSC Zarubezhneft provides support
on an ongoing basis to the House
of Mercy in the town of Saraktash in
the Orenburg region, House of orphans
at the church of the Philipp the sanctifier,
the metropolitan of Moscow where
orphans experience a family upbringing
and feel that they are not isolated in this
world;
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The companies of Zarubezhneft provide
charitable help to support veterans
of war and labor, and people impacted by
the Chernobyl accident:
•• For over ten years JSC Zarubezhneft,
in cooperation with the Moscow Fund
of Peace, has taken part in implementing
socially relevant charity programs
including: Our care for the veterans
of war and labor; Salvation for orphans,
disabled children and refugee children,
and programs for the international
cooperation of charity and peacemaking organizations Peoples’
Diplomacy. It also give charitable
help to ROKADA an organization for
veterans and disabled veterans of armed
conflicts and arranges the Victory Day
celebration and the Memorial Evenings
Commemorate us, Russia… in order to
promote the Motherland to the younger
generation and to preserve the memory
of the heroic actions of our people
during the Great Patriotic War and
the war in the North Caucasus.
•• Each year Zarubezhneft donates money
to the Russian Charity Organization
The Chernobyl veterans of Ministry
of Fuel and Energy to provide

material help to people impacted by
the Chernobyl accident, and, in 2012, to
the Federation of Disabled of Povolzhye
to purchase equipment for the care of
non-ambulatory, seriously ill patients.
•• OJSC Giprovostokneft helped the Samara
regional community organization
Homefront workers and veterans
of labor, and cooperated with the military
commissariat of the Samara region
for the Oktyabr’skiy, Kuybyshevskiy,
Leninskiy and Samarskiy districts
of the city of Samara to purchase
computer equipment.
The companies of the Group also make
a considerable effort to support charities and
communities in the regions of operation:
•• In the Nenetsk autonomous region
the Joint Russian-Vietnamese company,
RUSVIETPETRO, is involved in a number
of charity projects, and provides financial
support to different organizations
in the Nenetsk AR and the Republic
of Komi. In accordance with a social
and economic partnership agreement
signed in January 2012 with a municipal
entity of the Usinsk city district and
the protocols of the Cooperation

THE SUPPORT OF SOCIAL
AND CHARITY PROGRAMS
ARE ONE OF THE MOST
IMPORTANT PARTS OF
THE CORPORATE STRATEGY
OF THE JSC ZARUBEZHNEFT
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HAS BEEN PROVIDED
MATERIAL ASSISTANCE
ACQUISITION OF 1000
BICYCLE FOR CHILDREN
FROM LOW-INCOME
FAMILIE IN VIETNAM IN
THE BARIA AND VUNGTAU
PROVINCES
agreement with the Administration
of the Nenetsk Autonomous Region,
RUSVIETPETRO helps the smallnumbered people of the North, and
implements social events in the field
of health care, culture and sport and
environmental protection;
•• In the Northern district of the Orenburg
region (Buguruslan city) CJSC
Orenburgnefteotdacha, in accordance
with the mutually beneficial cooperation
agreement, pays every month
a fixed amount for the development
of the district, and gives one-off help to
state-funded and public organizations;
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•• In the city of Bugulma (Republic
of Tatarstan) the subsidiary of OJSC
VNIIneft, the LLC Regional scientific
and technological center of Ural and
Povolzhye region works regularly with
the representatives of the municipal
authorities:
––the representatives of the company
take part in monthly city status
meetings at the Head of city
administration for the provision
of urban amenities, and maintaining
mass burial graves of participants
of the Great Patriotic War;
––supports the activities
of the community organization
Bugulma Business club;
––acts as a sponsor to the Fund
of social and economic development
of the district which provides material
help for the participants and veterans
of the Great Patriotic War, and holds
general city events;
•• LLC Ulyanovskneftegaz plays
a considerable role in maintaining
a regional Municipal education center.
It regularly participates in the meetings,
rallies, and approved parades (e.g.

the floral tribute to the international
warriors’ memorial, and to the eternal fire
on Victory Day).
The employees of JSC Zarubezhneft
were moved by the grief of people
affected by the flood in the city
of Krymsk in the summer of 2012. They
made their own collections in order to
provide material help. The chairman
of the Council of the municipal entity
of the Krymsk region, Ruban A.N.,
informed the experts of JSC Zarubezhneft
delegated to the city about the current
situation, and arranged meetings with
people affected by the disaster, to
whom the collection proceeds were
transferred. JSC Zarubezhneft received
letters of appreciation from the Council
of the municipal entity of the Krymsk
region and the Trade union of the workers
of the people’s education and science
entity of the Russian Federation in
the Krymsk region.

residential school No.8 in SRV. It
takes an active part in the arrangement
of the annual charity bazaar in Hochiminh
city to gather money for the children
of Vietnam. The Russian school of JV
Vietsovpetro accepts the students
of the Hochiminh City University who
study Russian for practical training.
Due to the assistance and help of JV
Vietsovpetro it is possible to maintain
the traditional exchange between Russian
and Vietnamese pupils.
The total amount of donations and other
investments in community development
during 2012 is 4,95 Million Rubles.

Each year, under the aegis of the RussianVietnamese Friendship Community,
the joint venture Vietsovpetro helps to
accommodate children from the Moscow
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Development of sport and promotion of healthy lifestyles
The development of sport and
the promotion of healthy lifestyles is one
of the most important areas of charity and
sponsorship support.
JSC Zarubezhneft supports social and
cultural events arranged in the Nenetsk
autonomous region and the Republic
of Komi: All-Russian ski-doo cross
competitions, Buran-Day in the city
of Naryan-Mar and the Republic of Komi,
and the Young talents chess competition
of the Chess Federation of Republic
of Komi in the city of Syktyvkar.
LLC JC RUSVIETPETRO is helping to
construct an ice arena in the city of Usinsk
within the framework of the investment
projects and programs for the social and
economic development of the municipal
entity of the city district Usinsk.
As part of its support for children’s sport
and the training of young and future
soccer players, OJSC Giprovostokneft
helped sponsor the junior soccer team
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Krylya Sovetov (reserve) at the Higher
sport mastery school No.1 in the city
of Samara.
LLC Ulyanovskneftgas helped the soccer
club Neftyanik. The staff of the LLC
Ulyanovskneftegaz took part in all public
sport events: Ski-track of Russia 2012,
Cross of Nation 2012, the IX summer
country track and field sport games
2012, and also in the charity events in
the Novospasskiy district.
In 2012 in Vietnam JV Vietsovpetro
provided financial support to run
the International surfing competition in
the city of Vungtau.
Zarubezhneft is one of the companies
that has a significant impact on
the development of sport lifestyle among
young generation of Russia and other
countries of presence while carrying
out its sponsorship activity in amount
of 103 002 thousand Rubles for 2012.

THE DEVELOPMENT
OF SPORT AND
THE PROMOTION OF
HEALTHY LIFESTYLES
IS ONE OF THE MOST
IMPORTANT AREAS
OF CHARITY AND
SPONSORSHIP SUPPORT
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Preservation of cultural and historical heritage
JSC Zarubezhneft has a vast history
of cooperation with different countries
around the world. This is one
of the reasons why it pays so much
attention to the development of culture
and the preservation of the heritage
of cities and communities not only in
our great country but also in the regions
where it operates.
In order to support humanitarian
cooperation with Vietnam,
JSC Zarubezhneft annually provides
material support to the Russian-Vietnamese
friendship Society of the Baria-Vungtau
province and association of Friendly
organizations in Hochiminh city for
events dedicated to important occasions
for the Russian Federation and Socialist
Republic of Vietnam, and those
of significant importance for the further
development of the friendship between
the peoples of the two countries.
Within the framework of the Memorandum
of understanding between
the Administration of NAR and People’s
committee of the Baria-Vung Tau SRV,
LLC JC RUSVIETPETRO helped finance
the travel costs of the NAR delegation in
2012 to the Baria-Vung Tau of SRV.

Each year JSC Zarubezhneft provides
material help to the Consulate General
of the Russian Federation in Ho Chi Minh
city to arrange events to celebrate the Day
of Russia.
Taking into consideration the longstanding
friendship and political, economic and
cultural cooperation between the Russian
Federation and the Republic of Croatia,
JSC Zarubezhneft, in connection with
the 20th anniversary of diplomatic
relationships between the Russian
Federation and the Republic of Croatia,
provided material help to the Embassy
of the Republic of Croatia in the RF to
publish History of Croatia books and to
arrange a holiday concert.
Within the framework of restoring cultural
heritage and in order to develop Orthodox
Christianity in Bosnia and Herzegovina,
funds for the purchase of bells for
the bell-tower of the Saint Petka Pyatnitsi
monastery built in Russian style in
the city of Bielin were transferred to
the Zvorichko-Tuzlanskaya Eparchy.

island (Nenetsk autonomous region),
JSC Arktikmorneftegazrazvedka provided
material support to the Kolguyev
cooperative, which, in turn, helped to
solve difficult issues related to land use for
production needs. In March 2012, within
the framework of a contract signed with
APC Kolguyev, OJSC AMNGR provided
material help to arrange the festive event
Day of the Reindeer Breeder.
In the city of Usinsk, within the framework
of the Agreement with the urban district,
LLC Zarubezhneftestroymontazh
reconstructed the runway of the city
airport and LLC JC RUSVIETPETRO helped
fund the purchase of screening equipment
for the airport Usinsk.
LLC Ulyanovskneftegaz assists local
government authorities in settling issues
related to environment protection in areas
adjacent to production territories and
sectors (e.g. helping with the maintenance
and upkeep of streets).

Every year for over 25 years of its
operation, the Peschano’ozerskoye
oil condensate field on the Kolguyev

DUE TO THE ASSISTANCE
AND HELP OF
JV VIETSOVPETRO IT IS
POSSIBLE TO MAINTAIN
THE TRADITIONAL
EXCHANGE BETWEEN
RUSSIAN AND VIETNAMESE
PUPILS
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REWARDS AND LETTERS OF APPRECIATION
RECEIVED BY THE COMPANY IN 2012
The entities of the JSC Zarubezhneft Group
of Companies received many letters of appreciation from
third party entities in 2012
FROM THE FLONTRANO TRADING
LIMITED COMPANY, THAT SELLS
OIL FROM THE KHARYAGA PSA, FOR
COOPERATION IN THE FIELD OF SUPPLY
AND REALIZATION OF STOCK OIL

FROM PV OIL CORPORATION, THAT SELLS
OIL SUPPLIED BY JV VIETSOVPETRO, FOR
LONG-TERM COOPERATION IN THE FIELD
OF SUPPLY AND REALIZATION OF STOCK
OIL

FROM OJSC SLAVNEFTMEGIONNEFTEGAZ, LLC LUKOIL-PERM,
LLC BUGURUSLANNEFT, AND LLC
RUSSNEFT-NTC FOR ENGINEERING
WORKS, THE DEVELOPMENT OF OIL
FIELDS AND THE EVALUATION
OF HYDROCARBONS RESERVE BY OJSC
VNIINEFT AND OJSC GIPROVOSTOKNEFT

In September 2012 JSC Zarubezhneft was
awarded an Order of labor of First Class by
the Socialist Republic of Vietnam.
In 2012 JSC Zarubezhneft won the category
Best Debut at the XV Annual competition
of annual reports of the OJSC Moscow
central stock exchange MICEX-RTS.
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The nomination of the annual report of JSC
Zarubezhneft at this competition reflects
the investment community’s high regard for
efforts made by the Company to increase
its information transparency and to achieve
high standards of consolidated reporting.
The annual competition of annual reports
held by the OJSC Moscow central stock

FROM LLC ECOSHELF FOR
THE PROFESSIONALISM AND HIGH LEVEL
OF OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AWARENESS
OF THE EMPLOYEES OF OJSC AMNGR

exchange MICEX-RTS is one of the biggest
events in Russia in terms of evaluating
the quality of consolidated reports. In 2012
more than 150 leading companies took part
in the Competition.
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COMPLIANCE WITH
THE CODE OF CORPORATE CONDUCT
JSC Zarubezhneft, being an open joint-stock company,
follows the main standards of the Corporate code
of conduct recommended by the FCSM RF. In accordance
with the Order dated April 4th, 2002 No. 421/p
the Company complies with the following provisions
of the code:
•• The shareholder is given the opportunity
to be informed about the list of persons
entitled to participate in the general
shareholders’ meeting from the date
of the notice of the general shareholders’
meeting up to the end of the actual
general shareholders’ meeting and, in
the event of a general shareholders’
meeting in absentia, up to the voting
bulletin acceptance closing date;
•• The shareholder is given the opportunity
to include an item on the agenda
of the general shareholders’ meeting
or demand to call for a general
shareholders’ meeting without
submitting his physical share certificate
from the shareholders’ register if
the record of his rights to shares is
maintained in the shareholder register;
•• Existence of the authority of the Board
of Directors to approve the financial and
economic plan of the Company annually
(Annual work program and Budget) in
the Charter;
•• Absence of persons in the list
of members of the Board of Directors
of the Company found guilty of crimes
in the field of economic activities or
crimes against state authorities, crimes
in the field of interest of governmental
service and service in the local
governmental authorities or who
have been subject to administrative
punishment for legal offences during
business activities or in the field
of finances, taxes and charges and
the stock exchange;
•• Absence of persons in the list
of members of the Board of Directors
of the Company who are general

••

••

••

••

••

••

••

••

directors, members of governing bodies
or employees of an entity competing
with the Company;
Existence of a requirement for electing
the Board of Directors by cumulative
voting in the charter of the Company;
Holding the meetings of the Board
of Directors of the Company during
the year under report on a periodic basis
of not less than once in six weeks;
Existence of internal Company
documents that provide the order for
the creation and work of the acting
committees of the Board of Directors
approved by the Board of Directors;
Existence of a procedure for agreeing
upon the operations that are not
covered by the financial and economic
plan of the Company in the internal
documents of the Company;
Existence of a special company
official (secretary), the task of whom
is to ensure that the departments
and officials of the Company comply
with the procedural requirements that
warrant the implementation of rights
and legal interests of the shareholders
of the Company;
Existence of a requirement for
the approval of major transactions prior
to their settlement in the charter or in
internal documents of the Company;
Absence of a waiver in the charter
of the Company for a purchaser to be
obliged to offer shareholders to sell
common shares of the Company owned
by them during an acquisition;
Existence of a special division
of the Company than ensures
the compliance with the procedures
of internal control (internal audit
division);

•• Absence of persons in the list
of members of the control and revision
service found guilty of crimes in the field
of economic activities or crimes against
state authorities, crimes in the field
of interest of governmental service
and service in the local governmental
authorities or who have been subject
to administrative punishment for legal
offences during business activities or in
the field of finances, taxes and charges
and the stock exchange;
•• Absence of persons in the list
of members of the control and revision
service who are general directors,
members of governing bodies or
employees of an entity competing with
the Company.
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APPENDICES

Official data on the Company’s registration

Full commercial name:

Joint Stock Company Zarubezhneft

Short commercial name of the Company in Russian:

ОАО Зарубежнефть

Full commercial name in English:

Joint Stock Company Zarubezhneft

Short commercial name in English:

JSC Zarubezhneft

Legal and postal address:

101990, Moscow, Armiansky pereulok, 9/1/1, building 1

E-mail address:

nestro@nestro.ru

Information sources in which the Company discloses information in
accordance with the requirements of the stock market law
•• Website of JSC Zarubezhneft at http://www.zarubezhneft.ru/
•• Newsfeed information updated in real time and provided to
the Company by the information agency Interfax (CJSC Interfax is
an information disseminator on the stock market) is available at
the website http://www.e-disclosure.ru/index.aspx
Date of state registration and registration number:
Certificate of registration in a Uniform state register of legal entities
series 77 No. 03280973 dated October 22nd, 2004 with primary
state registration number 1047708046870, issued by the Inspection
of the Ministry of taxes and charges of Russian Federation No.8 for
the Central administrative district of Moscow.
Information about the registrar of the Company:
JSC Zarubezhneft, 101990, Moscow, Armiansky pereulok, 9/1/1,
building 1
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Main types of activities:
•• Exploration and Production
•• Oil Refinery and Sales
•• Services and Research and Development
The Company holds the following main licenses:
•• Licenses of НЭ category (production of oil and gas) for
the exploration and production of hydrocarbons
•• Licenses of НР category (exploration and evaluation) for
the prospecting, exploration and production of hydrocarbons
Representative offices of the Company:
•• Ha Noi, Ba Dinh district, Kim Ma street, 360, DAEHA business
center, office 1204
•• Vung Tau city, Le Quy Don, 3
•• New-Dehli 110021, Chanacapuri, EP-15
•• Amman, Jabal Al-Weibdeh – Al-Baonya St., P.O. Box 9281
•• Havana, Santa Fe, Marina Hemingway, Avenida 3-ra between 78
and 80 Streets, Miramar Trade Centre, Havana building, 5th Floor
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PARAMETERS
OF THE SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT REPORT
Content of the Report
This Report represents an updated analysis, reflecting the activity
of the Company in 2012 in its main business segments: industrial
safety and environment protection, social and HR policy, and
interaction with interested parties. JSC Zarubezhneft has disclosed

information in accordance with the provisions of the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI) for the first time. The cycle of preparation
of the sustainable development report is one calendar year.

Limits and coverage of the Report
Information about the activity of the Company in the Russian
Federation and in other regions of operation is prepared in
accordance with the GRI recommendations (edition G3.1) and
requirements for the completeness of disclosure of information
aimed at C category. This Report is prepared using methods
similar to those used during the preparation of other companies
from the Fuel and Energy Complex. In addition, during
the preparation of the Report the results of interaction with key
interested parties were also considered in order to determine

the significance of the topics. Also, in order to reflect the main
indicators of the activities of the Company, management and
audited reports have been made using RAS standards. During
the preparation of the Report the Company aimed to balance
the chosen information to reflect both positive and negative
aspects of performance. All of the abovementioned activities
provided an adequate representation of a wide range of aspects
of the Company’s influence on the economy, environment and
society.

Quality assurance principles of the Report
For the purpose of clarifying the characteristics of the activities
of the Company and the nature of the decisions made by
the Company to interested parties, this Report includes data
officially acknowledged by the Company and supported by internal
documentation and publicly available materials. In addition,
the Company made an effort to avoid using data requiring specialist
knowledge and industry vocabulary in the body of the Report. Thus,
this Report covers the topics required by Russian law and those
of interest for its stakeholders.
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STATEMENT GRI
APPLICATION LEVEL CHECK

Statement
GRI Application Level Check
GRI hereby states that JSC Zarubezhneft has presented its report “Sustainable development report of
JSC Zarubezhneft for the year 2012.” to GRI’s Report Services which have concluded that the report
fulfills the requirement of Application Level C.
GRI Application Levels communicate the extent to which the content of the G3.1 Guidelines has been
used in the submitted sustainability reporting. The Check confirms that the required set and number of
disclosures for that Application Level have been addressed in the reporting and that the GRI
Content Index demonstrates a valid representation of the required disclosures, as described in the
GRI G3.1 Guidelines. For methodology, see www.globalreporting.org/SiteCollectionDocuments/ALCMethodology.pdf
Application Levels do not provide an opinion on the sustainability performance of the reporter nor the
quality of the information in the report.
Amsterdam, 28 October 2013

Nelmara Arbex
Deputy Chief Executive
Global Reporting Initiative

2013 2013 2013 2013
2013 2013 2013 2013
2013 2013 2013 2013
2013 2013 2013 2013
2013 2013 2013 2013
2013 2013 2013 2013
2013 2013 2013 2013
2013 2013 2013 2013

The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) is a network-based organization that has pioneered the development of the world’s most widely used
sustainability reporting framework and is committed to its continuous improvement and application worldwide. The GRI Guidelines set out
the principles and indicators that organizations can use to measure and report their economic, environmental, and social performance.
www.globalreporting.org
Disclaimer: Where the relevant sustainability reporting includes external links, including to audio visual material, this statement only
concerns material submitted to GRI at the time of the Check on 17 October 2013. GRI explicitly excludes the statement being applied to any
later changes to such material.
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CERTIFICATE OF THE REPORT
AFFIRMATION BY THE COUNCIL
FOR NON-FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
OF THE RUSSIAN UNION OF
INDUSTRIALISTS AND ENTREPRENEURS
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ANNEX 1. INDEX OF STANDARDS
OF GENERAL REPORTING INITIATIVE
Page

Comments

1. STRATEGY AND ANALYSIS
• 1.1

Statement from the most senior decisionmaker
of the organization (e.g., CEO, chair, or equivalent
senior position) about the relevance of sustainability to
the organization and its strategy.

• 1.2

Key impacts, risks and opportunities

2––3

2. ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE
• 2.1

Name of the organization

84

• 2.2

Primary brands, products and services

8, 10

• 2.3

Operational structure

8–9

• 2.4

Location of organization's headquarters and operations

84

• 2.5

Number of countries in which the organization operates and
name of countries where its main operations are located or are
especially relevant to the questions of sustainability covered
by the report

9–10

• 2.6

Nature of ownership and legal form

8, 84

• 2.7

Markets served

8–13, 30

• 2.8

Markets attended (including a geographic description, sectors
attended, and types of clients/beneficiaries)

15–16

• 2.9

Significant changes regarding size, structure or ownership
during the reporting period

–

• 2.10

Awards received in the reporting period

82

3. REPORT PARAMETERS
• 3.1

Period covered by the report (such as fiscal/calendar year) for
the information provided

• 3.2

Date of latest previous report (if any)

85
The Company announces GRI indicators and and
publishes Sustainable Development report for the first
time

• 3.3

Cycle of report issue (annual, biennial, etc.)

2–3, 85

• 3.4

Contact information

96

• 3.5

Defining report content

2–3, 27–
29, 85

• 3.6

Report boundary (such as countries, divisions, subsidiaries,
leased facilities, joint ventures, suppliers). For other
instructions, consult the GRI Boundary Protocol

10, 74–76

• 3.7

Statement about any specific restraints regarding scope or
boundary of report

85

• 3.8

Basis for preparing the report which refers to joint ventures,
subsidiaries, leased facilities, outsourced operations and
other organizations that can significantly affect the ability to
compare periods and/or organizations

• 3.9

Data measuring techniques and data bases, including
hypotheses and techniques that sustain the estimates applied
to compiling the indicators and other information in the report

• 3.10

Explanation of the consequences of any reformulations
of information provided in earlier reports and the reasons for
such reformulations (e.g., mergers/takeovers, change in period
or base-year, nature of the business, measurement methods)

The Company announces GRI indicators and and
publishes Sustainable Development report for the first
time

• 3.11

Major changes in comparison with earlier years with regard
to scope, boundary or measurement methods adopted in
the report

The Company announces GRI indicators and and
publishes Sustainable Development report for the first
time

• 3.12

GRI content index
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There are no limitations
The are no entities except those mentioned in the report
that can significantly affect Company’s activity

111–116
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Page

Comments

4. GOVERNANCE, COMMITMENTS AND ENGAGEMENT
• 4.1

Governance structure of the organization

21–25

• 4.2

Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body
is also an executive officer (and, if so, their function within
the organization's management and the reasons for this
arrangement).

25

General manager / director is not the Chairman
of the Board of Directors.

• 4.3

For organizations that have a unitary board structure, state
the number of members of the highest governance body that
are independent and/or non-executive members.

21–24

There are no independent members

• 4.4

Mechanism for shareholder and employee consultation

66

• 4.14

Key stakeholder groups

72–81

• 4.15

Basis for identifying and selecting stakeholders with which to
engage

72–76

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
• EC1

Direct economic value generated and distributed to
stakeholders

• EC2

Risks and opportunities due to climate change

• EC3

Coverage of defined benefit plan obligations

• EC4

Significant subsidies received from government

• EC5

Variation in proportion of the lowest wage compared to
the local minimum wage in locations of significant operation

• EC6

Spending on local suppliers

• EC7

Local hiring

• EC8

Infrastructure investments provided for public benefit

15–17,
76–80

There was no assistance

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
• EN1

Materials used

• EN2

Recycled materials used

• EN3

Direct energy consumption

• EN4

Indirect energy consumption

• EN5

Energy saved due to conservation and efficiency
improvements

54

• EN6

Initiatives to provide energy-efficient or renewable energy
based products and services

53–54

• EN7

Initiatives to reduce indirect energy consumption and
reductions achieved

• EN8

Total water withdrawal

57–58

• EN9

Water sources significantly affected by the removal of water

–

• EN10

Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused

58

• EN11

Location and size of land owned, leased, managed in areas
of high biodiversity value

60–62

• EN12

Significant impact of activities, products, and services on
biodiversity in protected areas

• EN13

Habitats protected or restored

• EN14

Strategies, current actions, and future plans for managing
impacts on biodiversity

• EN15

Number of IUCN Red List species and national conservation
lists species with habitats in areas affected by operations, by
level of extinction risk
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• EN16

Greenhouse gas emissions

52

• EN17

Other relevant indirect greenhouse gas emissions

52

• EN18

Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions

51–52

• EN19

Emissions of ozone-depleting substances

• EN20

Other significant air emissions

51–52

• EN21

Water discharge

57–58

• EN22

Waste

60–62
62

• EN23

Significant spills

• EN24

Weight of transported, imported, exported or treated waste
deemed hazardous under the terms of the Basel Convention Annex I, II , III and VIII , and percentage of transported waste
shipped internationally

• EN25

Identity, size, protected status, and biodiversity value
of water bodies and related habitats significantly affected by
the reporting organization’s discharges of water and runoff

• EN26

Environmental impacts of products and services

• EN27

Reclaimable products and reuse

• EN28

Monetary value of significant fines and total number of nonmonetary sanctions for non-compliance with environmental
laws and regulations

• EN29

Significant environmental impacts of transporting products
and other goods and materials used for the organization’s
operations, and transporting members of the workforce

• EN30

Total environmental expenditures by type

52

52

SOCIAL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
• LA1

Total workforce by employment type, employment contract
and region

66
66–67

• LA2

Employee turnover

• LA3

Employee benefits

• LA4

Coverage of collective bargaining agreements

• LA5

Minimum notice period regarding operational changes

• LA6

Percentage of total workforce represented in formal joint
management-worker health and safety committees that
help monitor and advice on occupational health and safety
programs

• LA7

Injuries, occupational diseases, lost days, fatalities and
absenteeism

• LA8

Prevention programmes regarding serious diseases

• LA9

Topics related to health and safety covered by formal
agreements with trade unions

• LA10

Employee training

• LA11

Skills management and lifelong learning

• LA12

Performance and career development reviews
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• LA13

Diversity of governance bodies and employees

• LA14

Ratio of basic salary of men to women

Comments

HUMAN RIGHTS PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
• HR1

Percentage and total number of significant investment
agreements that include human rights clauses or that have
undergone human rights screening

• HR2

Percentage of significant suppliers and contractors that have
undergone screening on human rights and actions taken

• HR3

Total hours of employee training on policies and procedures
concerning aspects of human rights relevant to operations,
including the percentage of employees trained

• HR4

Prevention of discrimination

• HR5

Operations identified in which the right to exercise freedom
of association and collective bargaining may be at significant
risk and actions taken to support these rights

• HR6

Operations identified as having significant risk for incidents
of child labor, and measures taken to contribute to
the elimination of child labor

• HR7

Operations identified as having significant risk for incidents
of forced or compulsory labor, and measures taken to
contribute to the elimination of forced or compulsory labor

• HR8

Percentage of security personnel trained in the organization’s
policies or procedures concerning aspects of human rights
that are relevant to operations

• HR9

Total number of incidents of violations involving rights
of indigenous people and actions taken

67

COMMUNITY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
• SO1

Managing impacts of operations on communities (Reported
e.g. level crossing projects, transportation of hazardous
materials, and soil decontamination of the Pasila workshop
area)

• SO2

Percentage and total number of business units analyzed for
risks related to corruption

• SO3

Percentage of employees trained in organization’s anticorruption policies and procedures

• SO4

Actions taken in response to incidents of corruption

• SO5

Participation in public policy development

• SO6

Total value of financial and in-kind contributions to political
parties, politicians and related institutions by country

• SO7

Total number of legal actions for SO7 anti-competitive
behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly practices and their
outcomes

• SO8

Fines and sanctions for non-compliance with laws and
regulations

68–75

There were no fines or non-monetary sanctions

PRODUCT LIABILITY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
• PR1

Assessment of health and safety impacts of products
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• PR2

Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations
and voluntary codes concerning health and safety impacts
of products and services during their life cycle, by type
of outcomes

• PR3

Product and service information required by procedures

• PR4

Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations
and voluntary codes concerning product and service
information and labeling by type of outcomes

• PR5

Customer satisfaction

• PR6

Voluntary principles of marketing communications

• PR7

Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations
and voluntary codes concerning marketing communications,
including advertising, promotion, and sponsorship, by type
of outcomes

• PR8

Total number of substantiated complaints regarding breaches
of privacy and loss of customer data

• PR9

Non-compliance concerning products and services

• Indicator fully disclosed
• Indicator partially disclosed
• Indicator not disclosed
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ANNEX 2. LIST OF LICENSES
OF ZARUBEZHNEFT
GROUP OF COMPANIES
Name of field (area, site)

Start
of production
year

Kirsanovskoye

2001

Pashkinskoye

2002

Chernovskoye

2003

Kondakovskoye

2005

Ruzhevskoye

2006

Slavkinskoye

2005

Sulakskoye (Starokulatchinskiy site)

2005

Radishevskiy

Entity – license holder

CJSC Orenburgnefteotdacha

LLC Ulyanovskneftegaz

Share
of Zarubezhneft
Group
of companies, %

Category
of license*

Year
of license
termination

100

НЭ

2013

100

НЭ

2013

100

НЭ

2013

100

НЭ

2018

100

НЭ

2026

100

НЭ

2018

100

НЭ

2026

–

100

НР

2030

NorthKhosedayuskoye

CKU
Block
№1

2010

51

НР

2033

Visovoye

CKU
Block
№2

2011

51

НР

2033

–

51

НР

2033

2012

51

НР

2033

–

51

НР

2033

51

НР

2033

51

НР

2033

Verkhnekolvinskoye
West-Khosedayuskoye
East-Khosedayuskoye
North-Sikhoreyskoye

CKU
Block
№3

–

Sikhoreyskoye

–

LLC JC RUSVIETPETRO

East-Yanemdeyskoye

–

51

НР

2033

Pyuseyskoye

–

51

НР

2033

North-Oshkotynskoye

–

51

НР

2033

Syurkharatinskoye

CKU
Block
№4

–

51

НР

2033

Urendyrskoye

–

51

НР

2033

SouthSyurkharatinskoye

–

51

НР

2033

Peschanoozerskoye

1986

100 - 1 share

НЭ

2067

OJSC AMNGR

*Category of licenses (Russian classification)
НЭ – Licenses for exploration and production of hydrocarbons
НР – Licenses for prospecting, exploration and production of hydrocarbons
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ANNEX 3. LIST OF ITEMS OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OF ZARUBEZHNEFT GROUP OF COMPANIES.
№

Patent number

Patent title

Publication date

Patent holder: JSC Zarubezhneft
1

2403383

Oil deposit development method

10.11.2010

2

2170344

Stacked oil deposit development method

10.07.2001

3

2170343

Stacked oil deposit development method

10.07.2001

4

2170341

Stacked oil deposit development method

10.07.2001

5

2160831

Method of reagent clay removal from the well

20.12.2000

6

2139421

Oil field development method

10.10.1999

7

2132940

Stacked oil deposit development method under non-stationary impact

10.07.1999

8

2132939

Stacked oil deposit development method

10.07.1999

9

125994

Water treatment plant

20.03.2013

10

126092

Steam generation unit

20.03.2013

Electric welding torch position control method and device for its implementation

27.04.2012

Patent holder: OJSC Giprovostokneft
11

2448819

12

2432535

System of low-temperature separation of gas from the gas condensate field

27.10.2011

13

2429277

Method for oil dehumidification and desalting

20.09.2011

14

2411409

Method for collecting and transporting the multi-phase mixtures from the remote
pads

10.02.2011

15

96913

Sealed system of collection and treatment of production of wells

20.08.2010

16

2367494

Technological scheme of hydrocarbon vapors recovery during loading of tanks

20.09.2009

17

2152241

Oil treatment unit

10.07.2000

18

2076694

Method of transporting the production of oil wells

10.04.1997

Patent holder: LLC Regional Science and Technology Centre of Ural-Povolzhye region
19

95368

Differential sucker rod pump

27.06.2010

20

99832

Deep well pumping unit for tubeless well operation

27.11.2010

21

2307242

High-viscosity oil recovery method

27.09.2007

22

2304707

High-viscosity oil deposit development method

20.08.2007

23

2256773

Device for determining the intervals of water inflows and their isolation in
directional and horizontal wells

20.07.2005

24

2239697

Method of oil and gas recovery

10.11.2004

25

2211318

Method of viscous oil recovery with thermal treatment of formation

27.08.2003

26

2155791

Method for obtaining pure asphaltenes during deasphaltizing of heavy oil and
natural bitumen

10.09.2000

27

2102577

Device for the well bottom-hole area treatment

20.01.1998
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№

Patent number

Patent title

Publication date

Patent holder: OJSC VNIIneft
28

2448246

Device for the study of formation oil (pvt)

20.04.2012

29

2446278

Method of development of fields with high-viscosity oil and bitumen by a system
of horizontal directional wells

27.03.2012

30

2445454

Method of optimization of thermal and steam treatment during the development
of high-viscosity oil and bitumen fields

20.03.2012

31

2435951

Method of high-viscosity oil field development

10.12.2011

32

2433258

Method of thermal and gas treatment of formation

10.11.2011

33

2432459

Method of oil deposits development

27.10.2011

34

2333928

Inverted emulsion for oil formations treatment

20.09.2008
10.09.2008

35

2333234

Mixture for the acid treatment of bottom-hole area of terrigenous formation

36

2200828

Method of oil deposit development

20.03.2003

37

2242593

Method of development of low permeability oil and gas of gas condensate and oil
deposits by a system of horizontal directional wells

20.12.2004

38

2242592

Method of development of low-permeability oil and gas of gas condensate and
oil deposits

20.12.2004

39

2149257

Method of oil deposit development

20.05.2000

40

2084615

Method of treatment of paraffinic-tarry-asphaltenic oil for transport and refining

20.07.1997

41

2064953

Mixture for the production and transport of oil

10.08.1996

42

2039226

Method of oil deposit development

09.07.1995

43

2304708

Method of oil recovery from a horizontal well

20.08.2007

44

2301328

Method of high-viscosity oil recovery from the horizontal well using thermal
treatment of the formation

20.06.2007

45

2254463

Mixture for the treatment of the bottom-hole area of a carbonate formation

20.06.2005

46

46039

Circulation valve

10.06.2005

47

2251616

Device for making well gravel packing

10.05.2005

48

38196

Device for the equipment trip in the well

27.05.2004

49

2191895

Enhanced oil recovery method for formations

27.10.2002
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CONTACT
INFORMATION

Taking into consideration that this is the very first sustainable
development report published by JSC Zarubezhneft, we are hoping
to engage actively with the general public, as the understanding
of your opinions on the topics reflected in this report is important
for the Company. By taking an active interest in the discussion
of the report you will significantly influence the improvement
in the level of information disclosure and the efficiency of JSC
Zarubezhneft in relation to interaction with interested parties.
In order for us to receive your opinions on and recommendations
for the report and to clarify all your relevant questions please
do not hesitate to call, write a letter or send an e-mail using
the contacts indicated below. A working group for the preparation

of non-financial reporting established within the Company is
always open for active cooperation and the disclosure of additional
information in which you may be interested.
The person responsible for communication with GRI (Global
Reporting Initiative) and the Russian Union of Industrialists and
Entrepreneurs is:
Gennady Yakubovskiy
+7 (495) 748 64 78
GYakubovskiy@nestro.ru

Postal address of the Company

JSC Zarubezhneft
101990, Russian Federation, Moscow, Armiansky pereulok, 9/1/1, building 1
Telephone: +7 (495) 748-65-00
Fax: +7 (495) 748-65-05

Other contacts are available on the Company’s website:

http://www.zarubezhneft.ru/www/webnew.nsf/index/Contact_rus
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